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Abstract 

This master’s thesis was conducted as a part of VTT’s assignment in Lapland University of Applied Sciences’ project 

called WiRMa - Industrial Internet Applications in Winter Road Maintenance. In the project Industrial Internet 

platform solution is developed. In this thesis the platform solution is called WiRMa system. Purpose of WiRMa 

system is to present vehicular data about road network’s condition in winter conditions by using different type of 

technologies. Data collected to the system is for example road surface temperature, slipperiness and road condition, 

and in addition air humidity and temperature. Data is collected by commercial vehicles that operate mainly in northern 

Finland. WiRMa system is planned to be exploited especially in winter road maintenance, but also for example 

development of weather forecasts is one of the goals. Aim of the system is to enhance traffic safety, allocate 

maintenance operations more timely and to create new businesses. 

 

The purpose of this master’s thesis is to support and contribute WiRMa project’s solutions to become commercial 

innovations in future. Thesis explores WiRMa system’s benefits to Finnish society and different stakeholders. 

Furthermore, business ecosystem’s actor roles and their capabilities are studied. Potential business models are 

identified and business ecosystem is described as value network. In the thesis literature review and empirical research 

are conducted. Empirical part of the thesis is qualitative case study, where focus groups and semi-structured 

interviews are conducted. Collected research data is analysed by using categorization method. 

 

Key result of the thesis is the analysis of system’s business ecosystem’s actor roles and capabilities. In WiRMa 

system actors are hardware providers, winter road maintenance enhancer, winter road maintenance procurer, owner 

of vehicular data, fleet provider, weather information and weather forecasts producer, and real time communications 

producer. WiRMa system’s business ecosystem’s value creation is described as value network. System’s societal 

benefits mainly consist of traffic safety improvements, possible cost reductions, and environmental benefits. In 

addition, there is possibility to create new businesses and increase Finland’s exports to abroad. 

 

The focus areas of the thesis were WiRMa system, business actors that are involved in the system, and winter road 

maintenance in Finland, so results cannot necessarily be directly extrapolated to other geographical areas, where 

winter road maintenance is conducted differently than in Finland. In addition, WiRMa is a research project, so 

commercial operating model in vehicular RWIS can be operated very differently. 
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Tiivistelmä 

Diplomityö tehtiin osana Lapin Ammattikorkeakoulun VTT:ltä tilaamaa toimeksiantoa WiRMa - Industrial Internet 

Applications in Winter Road Maintenance -projektia. Projektissa kehitetään Teolliseen Internetiin perustuva 

alustaratkaisu, jota diplomityössä kutsutaan WiRMa järjestelmäksi (WiRMa system). WiRMa järjestelmän 

tarkoituksena on esittää ajoneuvoista erilaisien teknologioiden avulla kerättyä dataa tieverkon kunnosta 

talviolosuhteissa. Järjestelmään kerätään tietoa esimerkiksi tien pinnan lämpötilasta, liukkaudesta ja olosuhteesta 

sekä ilman kosteudesta ja lämpötilasta. Datan keräämiseen käytetään kaupallisesti toimivia liikennöitsijöitä 

pääasiassa Pohjois-Suomen alueella. Järjestelmää on tarkoitus hyödyntää erityisesti talvikunnossapidossa, mutta 

myös esimerkiksi sääennusteiden kehittäminen on yksi tavoitteista. Järjestelmän tavoitteena on parantaa 

liikenneturvallisuutta, kohdistaa kunnossapito toimet oikea-aikaisesti ja luoda uutta liiketoimintaa. 

 

Diplomityön tavoitteena on tukea ja edistää WiRMa hankkeen ratkaisujen siirtymistä tulevaisuudessa kaupallisiksi 

innovaatioiksi. Diplomityössä selvitetään WiRMa järjestelmän hyödyt yhteiskunnalle ja eri toimijoille sekä 

tunnistetaan liiketoimintaekosysteemin toimijaroolit ja heidän kyvykkyydet. Työssä tunnistetaan myös mahdollisia 

liiketoimintamalleja ja liiketoimintaekosysteemi kuvataan arvoverkkona. Työssä tehdään kirjallisuustutkimus sekä 

empiirinen tutkimus. Empiirinen tutkimus tehdään laadullisena tapaustutkimuksena, jossa järjestetään 

fokusryhmähaastatteluita ja puolistrukturoituja haastatteluja. Kerätty aineisto analysoidaan kategorisoimalla. 

 

Tutkimuksen tärkein tulos on järjestelmän liiketoimintaekosysteemin toimijoiden roolien ja kyvykkyyksien 

selvittäminen. Toimijoiden rooleja WiRMa järjestelmän liiketoimintaekosysteemissä ovat laitetoimittaja, 

talvikunnossapidon kehittäjä, talvikunnossapidon tilaaja, ajoneuvodatan omistaja, ajoneuvo-joukon toimittaja, 

säätiedon ja sääennusteiden tuottaja sekä reaaliaikaisen kommunikoinnin tuottaja. WiRMa järjestelmän 

liiketoimintaekosysteemin arvon luonti kuvataan työssä arvoverkkona. Järjestelmän yhteiskunnalliset hyödyt 

koostuvat pääasiassa liikenneturvallisuuden paranemisesta, mahdollisista kustannussäästöistä ja ympäristöllisistä 

hyödyistä. Lisäksi järjestelmän on mahdollista synnyttää uutta liiketoimintaa sekä kasvattaa Suomen vientiä 

ulkomaille. 

 

Työssä keskityttiin tutkimaan WiRMa järjestelmää ja siinä mukana olevia toimijoita sekä talvikunnossapitoa 

Suomessa, joten tuloksia ei välttämättä voi suoraan yleistää maantieteellisesti muulle alueelle, jossa talvikunnossapito 

järjestetään eri tavalla kuin Suomessa. Lisäksi WiRMa on tutkimusprojekti, joten kaupallinen toimintamalli 

ajoneuvotiesäätietojärjestelmän toiminnassa voi olla hyvin erilainen. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

This thesis is conducted as a part of VTT’s commercial research by the order of WiRMa 

(– Industrial Internet Applications in Winter Road Maintenance) -project. WiRMa project 

is led by Lapland University of Applied Sciences and it is multinational Interreg Nord 

funded project. It is conducted in cooperation with a number of organisations and 

companies to find new solutions to enhance winter road maintenance. (Konttaniemi 

2018a) 

Internet of Things (IoT) and other new technological solutions to real time data collection 

are shaping all industries nowadays (Porter & Heppelmann 2014). Winter road 

maintenance is no exception. New sensor technologies and capabilities to collect and 

analyse data from vehicular systems in real time can have significant impact to decision 

making and operations in winter road maintenance (Pilli-Sihvola et al. 2012). Real time 

vehicular data covers geographically above and beyond the fixed Road Weather 

Information System (RWIS). Especially in northern Finland fixed RWIS network is 

scattered and distance between fixed measurement points can be up to 200 kilometres 

(Konttaniemi 2016). 

In vehicular data collection systems and winter road maintenance businesses are complex 

networks that have multiple partnerships and transactions, so business ecosystems must 

be studied in order to understand value creation within the ecosystems. Also, business 

ecosystems have important role in public and societal service businesses such as winter 

road maintenance (Leviäkangas et al. 2014). 

Purpose of winter road maintenance is to ensure safe travelling on roads (Pilli-Sihvola et 

al. 2012). However, currently in Finland road maintenance is executed as affordable as 

possible (Liikennevirasto 2018c). So to provide safe and reliable road network with the 

most affordable road maintenance, new solutions have to be invented, studied and 

implemented. One possible solution is WiRMa system, which is a vehicular Road 

Weather Information System (RWIS), which is developed as a part of the WiRMa (– 

Industrial Internet Applications in Winter Road Maintenance) -project. 
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1.2 Research scope & objectives 

The purpose of this research is to find out roles and capabilities of WiRMa system’s 

stakeholders. During the research WiRMa system’s costs and benefits for Finnish society, 

environment and ecosystem stakeholders, are evaluated. Also, potential business models 

and missing capabilities are identified. So the research focuses more on WiRMa system’s 

business ecosystem actors, their capabilities and value creation in the business ecosystem. 

Objectives of the research are answered through following four research questions (RQs): 

RQ1: How does Industrial Internet affect business models and value creation in business 

ecosystems? 

RQ2: How is winter road maintenance conducted in Finland? 

RQ3: What are the roles and capabilities of stakeholders in WiRMa (Industrial Internet 

Applications in Winter Road Maintenance) system’s business ecosystem? 

RQ4: How does WiRMa system benefit its business ecosystem actors and Finnish 

society? 

1.3 Research process 

The research process and its details were planned in cooperation with the supervisors in 

VTT and University of Oulu in initiation meeting in the beginning of June, 2018. 

However, empirical part of the thesis and objectives were based on the order by Lapland 

University of Applied Sciences. Figure 1 presents the research process of the thesis. It 

also shows timeline of the research process.  

Research questions (Chapter 1.2) were formed in order to reach the objectives of the 

study. After the formation, literature review (Chapter 2) was conducted to understand 

technological and economical aspects of the WiRMa system. Literature review (Chapter 

2) answers research questions one and two. It also provides the needed knowledge to 

conduct the empirical research.  

Details of the empirical research of the thesis (Chapter 3) were discussed in research 

design meeting, which was held in late June, 2018 before summer holidays. It acted as 
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base for focus groups and interviews that were conducted during the research. The 

empirical part (Chapter 3) was conducted as a qualitative case study from August, 2018 

to October, 2018.  

Afterwards, collected research data was analysed (Chapter 3.3). Analyses are discussed 

(Chapter 4) in order to find the main results, and to answer research questions three and 

four. In the end (Chapter 5) key results are combined, and validity and reliability of the 

results are assessed. Furthermore, future research opportunities are identified. In addition, 

references to used source material can be found in the end of the thesis. Thesis was 

complete in early November, 2018. 

 

Figure 1. Research process. 
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2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Literature review is conducted to create a base for understanding how winter road 

maintenance in Finland works, and to understand important technology and business 

aspects related to WiRMa system. First, technology aspects, Internet of Things and 

Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems are reviewed. Then, thesis continues towards 

business aspects. Value networks, business model innovation and business ecosystems 

are presented. Final part of literature review considers winter road maintenance in 

Finland.  

2.1 Industrial Internet and Internet of Things 

There are many names and definitions in literature to Internet of Things (IoT) concepts 

that are similar with each other (Wortmann & Flüchter 2015). What they all have in 

common is the connection between virtual world of Internet and physical world (Haller 

2010). In literature review conducted by Liao et al. (2018) it is shown that terms Industry 

4.0 and Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) are most of the time considered as synonyms, 

similar approaches or their described relationship is vague. Turck & Obayomi (2018) 

propose that Industry 4.0 is a theme, which includes IIoT alongside robotics and industrial 

3D printing. In Odelius et al. (2017) IIoT and industrial internet are considered as 

synonyms. Illustration by Turck & Obayomi (2018) shows industrial internet as a vertical 

architecture of IoT. In their image of 2018 landscape, IoT is divided in three sections: 

Applications (verticals), platforms (horizontals) and building blocks. (Turck & Obayomi 

2018) 

According to Lin et al. (2017) IoT is a horizontal architecture, which connects vertical 

architectures together. These vertical architectures are called Cyber-Physical Systems 

(CPS) and they can be, for example, smart transportation, smart grid or smart health-care 

applications. Basically, CPS is a system that integrates cyber and physical components 

through communication technologies. CPS architecture has three layers: Application 

layer, communication layer and sensor/actuator layer. The sensor/actuator layer collects 

real-time data and executes commands. This data is delivered by communication layer to 

application layer, which also sends commands through communication layer to the 

sensor/actuator layer. The data is analysed in application layer and decisions are made 

based on the analysed data. (Lin et al. 2017) 
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While the main target of CPS is to measure physical devices and ensure secure, efficient 

and intelligent operations on those devices, IoT interconnects various networks to ensure 

secure, efficient and reliable services. As mentioned, IoT connects verticals together. The 

interconnection of heterogeneous networks is achieved, when all communication layers 

of CPS applications are integrated together. Architecture and integration of IoT and CPS 

is shown in figure 2. One typical example of this integration is smart cities. In smart cities, 

several CPS applications, such as smart transportation, smart grid, smart health-care and 

others, are integrated through communication layers and they operate simultaneously to 

provide service for smart city. Thus, IoT platform should be designed to support all kind 

of networks, so that data from other applications can be used to improve another one’s 

functions. For example, data gathered from smart transport and weather forecasting can 

be used by smart grid to optimise efficiency of street lighting. (Lin et al. 2017) In 

principle, IoT platforms are software products, which offer a lot of functions and 

possibilities to build IoT applications (Wortmann & Flüchter 2015). 

 

Figure 2. IoT/CPS integration (retell Lin et al. 2017). 

 

According to Porter & Heppelmann (2014) the most important issue in the Internet of 

Things is the ‘things’ –part. Smart connected products have new capabilities, which offer 

numerous new possibilities. For example, real-time product condition data and product 

control capability allow service optimization by performing preventative maintenance, 

when condition requires it, and thus product downtime is reduced. (Porter & Heppelmann 

2014) Indeed, real-time data has become a core asset in numerous businesses. Though, 
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new data generated by smart connected products is valuable itself, its value can be 

increased exponentially when it is combined with other data. For example, in vehicle 

fleets, information about service needs and location of each vehicle, allows scheduling 

maintenance and ordering parts in advance thus increasing efficiency of service. Gathered 

data is usually unstructured and comes in many formats. Easiest method to utilize the data 

is to analyse it with big data analytics tools. There are four different types of analytics 

tools: diagnostic, descriptive, predictive, and prescriptive. (Porter & Heppelmann 2015) 

New data available and capabilities of smart products open up new opportunities that can 

transform businesses radically. The change started in product development and now it is 

affecting whole value chain. Also, boundaries of industries are shifting, which continues 

towards new business models, partnerships and ecosystems. (Porter & Heppelmann 2015) 

2.2 Cooperative Intelligent Transport Systems 

Transportation systems that utilize information and communication technologies (ICT) 

are known as Intelligent Transport Systems (ITS) (Zulkarnain & Leviäkangas 2012). As 

stated in chapter 2.1, smart transportation systems, which are also known as Intelligent 

Transport Systems (ITS), are an IoT-CPS application (Lin et al. 2017). ITS have 

numerous possible benefits. For example, ITS could improve system’s performance, 

safety and traveller services (Zulkarnain & Leviäkangas 2012). One example of ITS 

application could be visibility measuring combined with driver warning systems, which 

could lead to improved safety during reduced visibility. (Sisiopiku 2001) 

When a number of ITS technologies are combined together, they are called Cooperative 

Intelligent Transport System (C-ITS). The idea of C-ITS is to exchange data and 

information between elements of transportation system, such as vehicles, infrastructure 

objects and infrastructure managed systems. This means that vehicles can communicate 

with each other and infrastructure, and infrastructure can communicate with vehicles. 

Difference between ITS and C-ITS is C-ITS’s dependency of data exchanges between 

vehicles and infrastructure to provide service functions. C-ITS can have remarkable 

potential to enhance transportation systems. (Sun et al. 2016) 

C-ITS uses vehicle-to-vehicle communications (V2V) and vehicle-to-infrastructure 

communications (V2I) that are collectively known as V2X. Traditional transportation 
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systems use line-of-sight sensors, such as cameras and radars, which have ability to 

provide information about certain areas or access points. V2X communication uses 

wireless sensors, which can provide better view of surroundings as they can provide 

information beyond physical barriers, and the data received can be used to predict 

behaviour of other vehicles or objects. Thus, V2X offers better information of surrounds. 

In future, V2X communication will be used to control autonomous vehicles. (Sjöberg et 

al. 2017) 

According to Fouchal et al. (2017) usual C-ITS is formed by three components: C-ITS-V 

On-Board Unit (OBU), C-ITS-R Road Side Unit (RSU) and C-ITS-C Central Server. C-

ITS-V is a mobile station, which can be user or road operator vehicle. C-ITS-R is 

infrastructure object called a road side unit (RSU). (Fouchal et al. 2017) Normally, RSUs 

are designed to work independently and they provide information to specific end-users. 

Usually RSU’s purpose is to support road maintenance. (Pyykkönen et al. 2013) C-ITS-

C is the central station for data collecting and it can be considered as interface between 

road users and road operators. (Fouchal et al. 2017) Three component C-ITS V2X 

communication ways are presented in figure 3. Sun et al. (2016) propose that C-ITS has 

four systems, which all communicate with each other and Internet. These systems are 

called vehicle system, roadside system, central system and personal system. There will 

be multiple systems of each kind and they all can interact with each other and Internet. 

For example, there will be as many vehicle systems as there are C-ITS capable vehicles. 

(Sun et al. 2016) In comparison to Fouchal et al. (2017) it can be said that vehicle system 

and OBU, roadside system and RSU, Central Server and central system are correlations.  
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Figure 3. V2X communication in C-ITS. 

 

Pyykkönen et al. (2013) have implemented a real-life IoT ITS pilot system on a motorway 

ramp in Tampere, Finland. The area has demanding road surface conditions during winter. 

They utilised RSU, various vehicle sensors (OBU) and a database to store the collected 

data. V2X communication was used to allow interaction between RSU and vehicles. 

Communication with the database was enabled using 3G mobile connections. Also, 

system had a user interface for nomadic devices that represents the data visualized on a 

map. The study shows that current sensor network can easily be connected as one data 

gathering system. This system was able to provide real-time sensor information to end-

users. It was suggested that system could be improved with more intelligent calculations. 

They also suggest that this system implementation allows communication to road 

maintenance, and road maintenance could use the visual information to improve salting 

in the winter time. (Pyykkönen et al. 2013) 
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2.3 Value networks 

Porter (1985) states that fundamentally, competitive advantage of a company is a result 

of value that company is able to create to its customers. He defines value as “what buyers 

are willing to pay”. A company is profitable if received value exceeds the costs of 

products. (Porter 1985, p. 3, 38)  

According to Herrala et al. (2011) value network’s origins lay in Porter’s (1985) value 

chain analysis. In Porter’s (1985) value chain, a total value is shown. It consists of margin 

and value activities. There are two types of value activities: Primary activities and support 

activities. Primary activities are the activities involved in product creation, and support 

activities are the activities that provide something to primary activities. For example, 

marketing and sales is a primary activity, and human resources management is a support 

activity. In addition, margin is the difference between total value and cost of activities 

performed.  (Porter 1985, p. 36-38) Value chain shows these activities in sequential order, 

where each actor have their own positions, and they concentrate only to their own 

activities. Suppliers (upstream) provide inputs and pass them downstream to the next 

actor in chain towards the end customer. (Peppard & Rylander 2006) 

Horizontal value chain is rigid and slow method to do business. The way to do business 

is changing towards more complicated organisations. Partnerships and cooperation are 

becoming more common and traditional value models cannot describe or model these 

partnerships. Thus, value networks and value-creating partnerships/systems are needed to 

model these complex business networks. (Herrala et al. 2011) 

In contrast to value chain, actors in value network do not concentrate to their own 

activities, but view is to see how organisations create value within the network context. 

In value networks, value is co-created by multiple actors in the network. One important 

aspect in networked economy is its dynamic nature. This means that actions of one actor 

can have effect to others in the network, or the action can require other actors take action. 

Dynamic nature of networked economy can have broad impacts. Thus, it is important to 

take all network actors, who can influence value creation of a company, into account, 

when analysing the network. These network actors can be all type of participants, such as 

partners, suppliers, allies, competitors, and customers. (Peppard & Rylander 2006) Also, 

it should be noted that in value networks, organisations cooperate with each other to 
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benefit all network actors, meaning that value is generated through complex dynamic 

exchanges between one or more network actors (Tuominen et al. 2015).  

Herrala et al. (2011, p. 12) also consider value network as “to be a complex network 

structure where firms’ core competencies are linked to each other through value 

exchanges such as flows of information, material, resources and money.” Although, they 

use term “value-creating network” instead of “value network”. Mentioned value 

exchanges can be horizontal or vertical and can happen simultaneously, which makes 

information available to actors in real-time. Also, activities (core competences) are 

sequential and parallel, so they form a network of activities, which produce value to the 

customer. Core capabilities and core competences are foundation for operation of the 

company. They are the means to satisfy customer needs and to create value. (Herrala et 

al. 2011)  

According to Stalk et al. (1992) a capability is a set of business process viewed as a 

strategy object. Companies that practice capability-based competition, identify their key 

business processes, manage them centrally, and invest in them greatly. Their goal is to 

identify and improve organisational capabilities that are difficult to copy by competitors. 

(Stalk et al. 1992) Core competences are the organisational know-how. For example, 

company’s core competence can be particular technology knowledge or skill, marketing 

skill, or organisational skill. (Parolini 1999, p. 43, 176-178) Companies often fail in 

adding customer perceived value to their competences. To identify core competences, it 

is important to understand the link between benefit and competence. It is also important 

to identify elements, which contribute to each core competence. (Hamel & Prahalad 1994, 

p. 248) Parolini (1999, p. 43) states that focusing on core competences is important to 

distinguish companies from competitors in customer’s mind. 

According to Normann & Ramírez (1994) customers have increasing importance in co-

productive networks. Customers have become active members of joint value-creation 

process and they can be viewed as strategic asset. Also, customers have become better 

informed, more demanding and discriminating, which have lead them to widen their 

options. They are more capable to abandon non-functioning commercial relationships, 

and thus, nurturing and developing customer relationships have become crucial factor for 

companies. (Normann & Ramírez 1994, p. 78-80) In addition, Peppard & Rylander 

(2006) say that customers are integral part of value network, and they are ones, who define 
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the value in the end. Thus, companies should not consider customers as their own, but as 

something that network tries to satisfy. (Peppard & Rylander 2006) However, companies 

do not make money by satisfying customer needs, but efficiently regenerating their value 

creation (Normann & Ramírez 1994, p. 86). In addition, Herrala et al. (2011) point out 

that created value is not only for the network’s customers, but also received by all network 

participants and society.  

Herrala et al. (2011) and Peppard & Rylander (2006) have both composed frameworks to 

analyse value networks. These analysing methods are presented in table 1. According to 

Herrala et al. (2011), with their analysis, it is possible to understand customer needs and 

recognize the main actors in network. It shows relationships and interactions between 

different actors, and provides a possibility to identify problems and objectives for future 

development. Also, it is possible to increase value created to customer, after the customer, 

their needs and value network has been identified. Peppard & Rylander (2006) state that 

the aim of their analysis is to describe where value lies in a network and how is it created. 

Table 1. Value network analyses (Herrala et al. 2011; Peppard & Rylander 2006). 

Value-creating network analysis model 

(Herrala et al. 2011) 

Network Value Analysis (Peppard & 

Rylander 2006) 

1) Who is the customer and what is 

considered valuable? 

1) Define the network. 

2) What activities are needed to create 

the value? 

2) Identify and define network entities. 

3) What resources are needed to carry out 

the activities? 

3) Define the value each entity perceives 

from being a network member. 

4) Who are able to utilise these 

resources? 

4) Identify and map network influences. 

5) How actors interact and influence each 

other? 

5) Analyse and shape. 
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2.4 Business models 

Shafer et al. (2005) studied a dozen of researches that discuss business models and try to 

give a definition for the term. They discovered that previous literature contributed 42 

different building blocks for business models. Some of elements appeared more often 

than others. From these they composed four key elements that are the components of a 

business model: Strategic choices, value network, create value, and capture value. Their 

definition of a business model is “a representation of a firm’s underlying core logic and 

strategic choices for creating and capturing value within a value network.” They also state 

that business model is a powerful tool for executives to analyse strategic choices. (Shafer 

et al. 2005, p. 202) 

As well, Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010, p. 14) define “A business model describes the 

rationale of how an organization creates, delivers, and captures value.” They suggest that 

describing a business model can be done by using nine building blocks that cover main 

areas of a business. From these nine building blocks they have formed a tool “The 

Business Model Canvas”. (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010, p. 14-15, 42, 44) The tool and 

nine building blocks it contains are presented in figure 4. 

 

Figure 4. The Business Model Canvas (retell Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010) 
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According to Osterwalder & Pigneur (2010), the Business Model Canvas can be used to 

map any organisations business model or to develop a completely new model. To develop 

a new business model, they propose design process consisting of five phases: Mobilize, 

understand, design, implement, and manage. First phase is about preparing for the 

process. In second phase information about relevant knowledge is gathered. This 

information is transformed to business model prototypes in design phase. These 

prototypes ought to be explored and tested. Afterwards, the selected business model is 

implemented in the fourth phase. In final phase, business model has to be managed 

continuously. (Osterwalder & Pigneur 2010, p. 248-249) 

Teece & Linden (2017) also say that a critical tool to success is a robust business model. 

Most of the new business models are hybrids of existing models and they keep on 

changing as they need to evolve in response to changes in environment. Implementing a 

new business model into existing organisation is often difficult and requires a lot of effort. 

(Teece & Linden 2017) Eventually, business model improvements might result in long-

term success (Shafer et al. 2015). 

2.5 Business ecosystems 

The term business ecosystem was first introduced by Moore (1993, p. 76). He suggested 

that “a company be viewed not as a member of a single industry but as part of a business 

ecosystem that crosses a variety of industries.” His vision is that complex business 

networks have similarities and profound connections to ecosystems found in nature. 

Ecosystem thinking is based on the fact that rapidly evolving businesses need all kind of 

resources to create cooperative networks. One aspect of biological ecosystem that lead to 

business ecosystem term was co-evolution. (Moore 1993) According to Peltoniemi & 

Vuori (2004) the evolution of one company affects also to the evolution of other 

companies, and this is the co-evolution in business ecosystems. They say that the same 

effect applies to strategic changes and decisions, which results in broad impacts all over 

the ecosystem. (Peltoniemi & Vuori 2004) This symbiotic relationship gives companies 

in ecosystems advantage over other business networks. In the end, it benefits consumers 

also. (Iansiti & Levien 2004a) 
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Iansiti & Levien (2004b, p. 9) also use biological ecosystems as analogy to business 

networks. They state that “Like business networks, biological ecosystems are 

characterized by a large number of loosely interconnected participants who depend on 

each other for their mutual effectiveness and survival.” They are not arguing that 

businesses are ecosystems or that they should be organized as they were, but that 

biological ecosystems provide terminology and great insights to roles played by 

companies. (Iansiti & Levien 2004b, p. 8-9, 35)  

Other researchers use different analogies to define business ecosystems in different ways 

(Peltoniemi & Vuori 2004). For example, Chesbrough (2006, p. 109) say that value 

networks are sometimes referred as ecosystems. On the other hand, Basole et al. (2015, 

p. 1) argue that: “Business ecosystems consist of a heterogeneous and continuously 

evolving set of entities that are interconnected through a complex, global network of 

relationships.”  Evans & Roth (2004) use ecosystem metaphor to analyse collaborative 

knowledge networks. They state that ecosystem is formed of individual parts, which can 

live and be studied independently, but sustainable life depends on inter-relationships of 

individual parts. Behaviour of these parts affects success of the whole system. Also, the 

ecosystem metaphor lacks legal-contractual relationships between individual 

organizations. (Evans & Roth 2004, p. 140-141) 

Peltoniemi & Vuori (2004, p. 13) define business ecosystem “to be a dynamic structure 

which consists of an interconnected population of organizations.” In addition, they state 

that the ecosystem analogies are more often tools for understanding a system than 

complete theories. Defining of the system and its environment is a difficult task and these 

analogies can be used to draw ideas for business ecosystem specification. To understand 

ecosystem formation, evolution and interdependence, business ecosystems can be treated 

as complex adaptive systems. This means that business ecosystems should be self-

sustaining without the need for government intervention. In addition to self-sustainability, 

both competition and cooperation are present simultaneously in business ecosystems. 

(Peltoniemi & Vuori 2004)  

According to Leviäkangas et al. (2014) business ecosystems have significant meaning in 

delivering societal and public services. They state that ecosystems with more functions to 

provide, have better possibilities to offer integrated service packages, which take 

customer satisfaction to new level. This occurs particularly in small markets, where the 
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demand is limited and the public procurement rules are rigid. Companies should create 

partnerships with large and small companies to provide service packages that differentiate 

their ecosystem from capabilities of their competitors. This way even the small companies 

with unique capabilities can have key roles in a business ecosystem. (Leviäkangas et al. 

2014) 

2.5.1 Life-cycle of ecosystem 

According to Moore (1993) business ecosystems have four stages in their time of 

existence: Birth, expansion, leadership and self-renewal or death. In birth stage of 

ecosystem companies are seeking on new products or services that deliver value to 

customers. Because new innovations are not always adapted by customers, it is often 

worthwhile to cooperate with other companies. Large companies already in market often 

wait and watch, which new markets attract customers. These companies can enter the 

market straight at expansion stage as they can replicate successful ideas and deliver them 

to a wider market. (Moore 1993) 

At the expansion stage, ecosystems are competing against each other for market shares. 

There are two important factors for expansion: a business concept that attracts a large 

number of customers and the potential to scale up the business. Large, established 

companies can have an edge over smaller companies with vast resources to produce and 

market their products or services. When ecosystems have strong growth and profitability 

they enter the leadership stage. In this stage it is also important to have stable value-

adding components and processes. Leadership stage is mostly about fighting over the 

control in the ecosystem. (Moore 1993) 

Final stage occurs when new ecosystems and innovations pose a threat to mature business 

ecosystems. It is also possible that environmental changes, such as government 

regulations or customer buying patterns, force ecosystems to self-renewal or sentence to 

death. Basically, ecosystems have three possible approaches to self-renewal: prevent 

growth of new ecosystems, include new innovation into their ecosystem or reorganize 

themselves and cope with a new reality. (Moore 1993) Moore’s (1993) evolution stages 

are presented in figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Evolution stages of ecosystem (based on Moore 1993). 

 

In addition to Moore’s (1993) life-cycle phases of business ecosystems, Rong et al. (2015) 

propose that there are three types of IoT-based business ecosystem stages: Novel, 

becoming mature and very mature. In novel industries, key companies usually share the 

service/product platform and encourages other ecosystem members to co-create future 

services and products. When industry is becoming mature, IoT business ecosystem is 

quite open and they allow customers to contribute to the platform. In industry that is very 

mature, the IoT business ecosystem is nearly closed, and dominant company should 

control the service/product platform. (Rong et al. 2015) 
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Neither Moore (1993) nor Rong et al. (2015) explain the birth or formation of ecosystem 

in precise details. Lappi et al. (2017) provide some clarity to ecosystem formation. They 

identified from previous literature five elements that are most relevant in the business 

ecosystem formation. These elements are presented in figure 6. It is said that ecosystem’s 

health is highly dependent of formation stage. (Lappi et al. 2017) 

 

Figure 6. Ecosystem formation (retell Lappi et al. 2017). 

 

2.5.2 Ecosystem health 

Success of ecosystem is highly dependable of ecosystem health (Iansiti & Levien 2004a). 

Also, Iansiti & Levien (2004b) state that the performance of individual ecosystem 

members does not only depend on their own capabilities, position or strategy, but also on 

dynamic interactions with the ecosystem. Ecosystems can vanish or collapse if disruptive 

changes occur in the environment. Thus, it is important to have a framework to assess the 

health of ecosystem. Ecosystem health can be measured studying three elements of the 
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ecosystem: Productivity, robustness and niche creation. (Iansiti & Levien 2004b, p. 43-

46) 

Productivity can be examined with at least three different metrics: Factor productivity, 

change in productivity over time, and delivery of innovations. Factor productivity can be 

measured, for example, using returns on invested capital (ROIC) –method. Change in 

productivity over time –metric basically shows ROIC year by year. For example, the 

collapse of Internet sector in 2000 could have been predicted three years before with this 

metric. Third metric, delivery of innovations, measures how effectively ecosystem 

delivers new technologies, processes and ideas to its members. (Iansiti & Levien 2004b, 

p. 46-49) 

Robustness measures ecosystems capability to face and survive disruptions. Most basic 

metric for robustness examination are survival rates. Ecosystem members should have 

high survival rates. These can be measured by studying numbers of firms in ecosystem 

communities over time. However, there are also other more sophisticated metrics: 

Persistence of ecosystem structure, predictability, limited obsolescence, and continuity of 

use experience and use cases. (Iansiti & Levien 2004b, p. 50-53) 

Niche creation can be measured with two metrics: Growth in firm variety, and growth in 

product and technical variety. In principle, it can be said that diversity is a positive factor 

in ecosystems, but when studied further, diversity that creates value is the important 

attribute to ecosystems health. Niche creation metrics have connections to productivity 

measurements as one way to create new businesses is delivery of innovations. (Iansiti & 

Levien 2004b, p. 55) 

Lappi et al. (2017) have also studied ecosystem health. They state their health assessment 

method adds other aspects to Iansiti & Levien (2004b) framework. In Lappi et al. (2017) 

it is suggested that sustainability, renewal, resilience, and innovativeness are parameters, 

which can be used to assess ecosystem health. Sustainability can be measured by studying 

size of anchoring actor’s business networks, in which anchoring actors are those 

ecosystem members, who are driving ecosystem formation. Renewal is measured with 

number of moderator actors in the ecosystem (moderator actors are not central actors in 

business network modules, but they link the ecosystem modules together). Resilience 

means number of strong relationships in the ecosystem, and innovativeness is the number 

of weak relationships in the ecosystem. (Lappi et al. 2017) 
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2.5.3 Ecosystem business models in the context of Industrial Internet 

Companies can fully benefit from IoT opportunities only if they position themselves 

within ecosystem. As Industrial Internet and digitalization become more common, 

traditional business models do not function properly. (Iivari et al. 2016) However, other 

researchers, such as Boschian & Paganelli (2013) and Immonen et al. (2014), have used 

traditional tools (Business Model Canvas) to develop business models in ecosystem 

context. On the other hand, for example Lüftenegger et al. (2013) think the ecosystem as 

collaborative business model tool, where organisation’s traditional boundaries are 

shading. Value co-creation requires that company’s focus is shifted from internal value 

perspective to ecosystems and value networks. (Lüftenegger et al. 2013) 

Iivari et al. (2016, p. 52) propose that in IoT ecosystem “oblique” business model is 

suitable. They state that “In this kind of dynamic context, the oblique business model is 

the binding factor between the stage, scale and scope of value co-creation and co-capture, 

as it brings the focus onto the ecosystemic business opportunity itself.” Oblique business 

model does not distinct sources of value creation, value capture and value sharing, 

because they are embedded within the ecosystem. (Iivari et al. 2016) 

Aapaoja et al. (2017) have defined a generic business model of ITS platform. They say 

that two phases have to be processed before the revenue streams and value creation can 

be evaluated. In first phase objective is to identify potential customers, market segments, 

and how customers’ needs are satisfied. When first phase has produced clear results, value 

creating system and network can be assessed. In second phase objective is to identify 

what and who are required to satisfy customers’ needs. Value creation of ITS platform is 

based on three steps. It starts from the value creating system, ITS provider network, and 

passes on to users, appearing as safe and reliable transport services. In the end, it turns 

into economic and societal benefits. (Aapaoja et al. 2017) 

Ikävalko et al. (2018) have also contributed to IoT ecosystem business model research. 

Their empirical study shows a number of activities that can happen in value creation in 

ecosystems. They successfully implemented key roles and four layer value creation in 

case studies. Their study also shows how sensors and analytical capabilities contribute to 

value creation. Service co-creation roles and digital layers are the key elements of IoT 

ecosystem business models. Roles in this model are Ideator, Designer and Intermediary. 
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Furthermore, four layers are Device, Network, Service and Contents. (Ikävalko et al. 

2018) 

2.6 Winter road maintenance in Finland 

Before discussing winter road maintenance, meaning of maintenance should be clarified. 

Basically, maintenance is work, which is performed to preserve an asset. Purpose of 

maintenance is to enable asset’s function and continued use over asset’s lifetime without 

the need for renewal or major repair. There are different type of maintenance strategies. 

Corrective maintenance is an activity, which is performed after malfunction is recognised 

with purpose to return normal function state of the asset. In proportion, preventive 

maintenance is carried out to prevent occurrence of malfunctions. (Pargar 2017) In 

condition-based maintenance, the actual condition of the asset is monitored, so 

maintenance can be done proactively whenever needed (Fiix 2018a). In predictive 

maintenance, malfunctions are tried to be predicted to enable maintenance planning 

before the malfunction appears (Fiix 2018b). 

2.6.1 Legislation and authorities 

Finnish legislation includes laws for three different road types: Private roads, roadways 

and municipal streets. In private roads, members of a road maintenance association are 

responsible for winter maintenance (Laki yksityisistä teistä 1962/358). Roadways are the 

State’s responsibility, and they include trunk roads, main roads, regional roads and ramps. 

The responsibility of the roadways is divided to two organisations: Finnish Transport 

Agency (FTA) and Centres for Economic Development, Transport and the Environment 

(ELY-centres). FTA is responsible for roadway network and costs, and they use rights 

that are given in legislation for road maintenance. Otherwise, road authority is ELY-

centre. (Highways Act 2005/503) Municipal streets are those roads and areas, which are 

in town plan zone. Maintenance of these roads is mainly responsibility of municipalities. 

Partly maintenance can be directed to the owners of the plots. (Laki kadun ja eräiden 

yleisten alueiden kunnossa- ja puhtaanapidosta 1978/669) 

It is not possible to maintain every road immediately with reasonable expenses, so FTA 

has divided Finnish roads in seven different maintenance classes, which demonstrate the 

level of the maintenance during winter. The maintenance classes are shown in appendix 

1. Also, FTA decides in which class every road belongs to. Local ELY-centres are 
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responsible to see that according service level will be fulfilled. (Liikennevirasto 2018a) 

According to ELY-centre (2018a) roads have been divided to winter maintenance classes 

according to traffic volumes and meaningfulness. Main roads have the highest priority 

and low volume roads the lowest. (ELY-centre 2018a) In addition, climate conditions, 

commercial activities and winter tourism are taken into account in winter maintenance 

classes (ELY-centre 2018b). The winter maintenance class gives instructions, in which 

condition road has to be and how fast maintenance operations have to be done. Quality 

of maintenance is different in different classes, but roads of the same class are in the same 

condition in whole Finland. On the main roads, quality is tried to be kept in same level 

around the clock. In extraordinary weather conditions it is possible the quality standards 

are not met. When weather is changing rapidly, even the main roads can be in poor 

condition. (ELY-centre 2018a) 

Road maintenance services in Finland are ordered from contractors by ELY-centre. 

Contractors are chosen with competitive procurement method. (ELY-centre 2018c) 

Purpose is to execute road maintenance as affordable as possible (Liikennevirasto 2018c). 

Usually, contracts are five or seven years long, and they cover approximately 80 specific 

geographical regions. Regional contracts include winter road maintenance alongside with 

other maintenance work. ELY-centre defines contents of contracts and quality of 

maintenance on the strength of FTA guidelines. Contractors do the maintenance work 

with selected methods, acquire materials and equipment, and they are responsible for 

quality and reporting to ELY-centre. ELY-centre oversees fulfilment of contracts by 

doing audits, spot checks and other inspections. (ELY-centre 2018c) 

Finnish government has already started legislation changing regarding the digitalization 

of transport systems. Transport system digitalization initiative is part of larger 

undertaking, which purpose is to create beneficial business operation environment for 

new businesses and digital services. First two government bills of the undertaking have 

already been approved by parliament. In the third bill, there are law changes that forces 

companies to adopt digitalization in transport sector. For example, heavy traffic and 

public transport vehicles have to be equipped with device or sensor that delivers vehicles 

location in real-time. (Lausuntopalvelu 2018) Also, FTA has their own digitalization 

project, which was started in 2016 and ends 2018. Project has several goals, but at least 

two are related to winter road maintenance: More real-time information of road conditions 

and usability of roads, and gain more and better information to analyse and simulate 
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maintenance. The gathered data will be used to predict maintenance needs. Also, most of 

the data will be open access via modern interfaces to several actors. (Liikennevirasto 

2018d)  

Other legislation changes regarding transport sector are also on the way. Finnish 

government bill HE 34/2018 vp is proposing that FTA’s traffic management and related 

planning, support and procurement operations, and data systems and ICT infrastructure 

is incorporated to government owned limited company. Purpose is to create united 

ownership and governance model for traffic management. Buyer organisation for traffic 

management would be FTA, which also would be company’s strategic partner. (Finnish 

government 2018a). In addition, it is proposed that FTA continues its other duties under 

a different name, “Väylävirasto” (“Route Agency”) (Finnish government 2018b). New 

limited company’s purpose is not competing with private sector, but to assist development 

of services offered by private companies, and whole traffic sector’s market growth. 

Change is aimed to support digital traffic ecosystems development by offering produced 

data as broadly and openly as possible to traffic actors. This is aimed to generate new 

digital services and service markets as well as new innovations and service platforms 

development in traffic sector. New legislation and changes are supposed to be res judicata 

1.1.2019. (Finnish government 2018a) In addition, province renovation discontinues 

ELY-centres and moves their operations and services to provincial administration and 

government agencies. This includes traffic sector services such as winter road 

maintenance. New provincial administration is supposed to be res judicata 1.1.2020. 

(ELY-Centre 2018d) 

2.6.2 Winter road maintenance methods 

Road maintenance in winter is especially challenging (Liikennevirasto 2018a). According 

to ELY-centre (2018a) antiskid treatment, snow ploughing, levelling road surfaces, 

removing snowbanks and cleaning of traffic signs are basic tasks in winter road 

maintenance (ELY-centre 2018a). Usually in winter maintenance, snow is ploughed first 

and slipperiness is prevented after ploughing. Snow is removed from the roads after 

snowfall ends and the busiest roads are ploughed first. The goal on busy roads is that there 

should not be more than a few centimetres of snow. Duration of maintenance operations 

can vary a lot: Operations on main roads should be finished in 2 to 3 hours after snowfall, 

and roads with low traffic in 6 to 8 hours. (Liikennevirasto 2018a) Challenging conditions 

can slow maintenance operations. Strong winds and heavy snowfalls can cause snow 
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piling up during the maintenance route. Also, gritted sand can be swept away and sand 

pickups slow operations even more. (ELY-centre 2018a) FTA’s winter road maintenance 

classes are presented in appendix 1, and they are simplified to table 2 below.  

Table 2. Winter road maintenance classes (Liikennevirasto 2018a). 

Maintenance class  Description of maintenance level 

Ise  Road is mostly bleak. Slipperiness is aimed to be prevented in 

advance. 

Is  Road is mostly bleak. Aim is to have good traction, but during 

weather changes, mild slipperiness could occur. During long 

periods of cold there can be some thin, longitudinal compacted 

snow or ice ridges, which do not especially affect driving. 

I  Most of the time road is bleak. Aim is to have good traction, but 

during weather changes, light slipperiness could occur. From time 

to time there can be low longitudinal compacted snow or ice 

ridges between lanes and tire tracks. 

Ib +TIb Road is maintained fairly high-grade, but mostly without salt.  

II  Surface of the road is mainly compacted snow or ice ridges and 

there can be tire tracks in it. There is sufficient friction for normal 

situations and the surface of the road is even for moderate plying.  

III  The road network is most of the time covered with compacted 

snow or ice ridges and there can be tire tracks. 

 

In new contracts, starting 1.10.2019, there will be new winter road maintenance classes, 

where I is combined to Is, TIb is removed, and mid-busy roads are divided to Ib (mostly 

salted) and Ic (mostly gritted). So new maintenance classes are: Ise, Is, Ib, Ic, II, and III. 

Purpose of these new operation standards is to ensure and improve quality of winter road 
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maintenance. The new operation standards require for example shorter operation times 

and more salting and gritting. (Liikennevirasto 2018e)  

With the aid of the weather service, it can be anticipated when road surface will freeze. 

Slipperiness is prevented with salt on the busy roads, and other roads are gritted. It is also 

possible that compacted snow or ice is roughed. Antiskid treatments are mostly done in 

advance, at least within two to three hours from observation. Roads for light traffic are 

especially treated for morning traffic. Lowest maintenance class roads are treated within 

six to eight hours after observation. In difficult weather conditions it could take longer. 

(Liikennevirasto 2018a) Usage temperature of salt is usually -4 Celsius degrees or above, 

but on Ise-class roads it is used -6 Celsius or above. In lower temperatures salting does 

not work properly, and it could cause accident risks. Wet roads can freeze even in 7 

Celsius degrees if winds are strong, so salt is used also when temperatures are above zero. 

Proactive salting is done based on weather and road conditions. Salting is done in 

advance, because already frozen surface needs more salt, and before snowfall salting 

prevents snow from sticking on the road. (Liikennevirasto 2018b)  

The salt used in antiskid treatment is sodium chloride (NaCl). Calcium chloride (CaCl) is 

also used in some situations. Antiskid treatment methods are being developed to reduce 

the salt usage. Alternative options for salt are sought also, because road salting can cause 

salinity of ground water. In areas that have problem with ground water salinity, potassium 

formate is used. In addition, ground water quality is monitored frequently in high-risk 

areas. (ELY-centre 2018a) In addition to water resources, reduced salt usage would be 

beneficial to vegetation (Riehm & Nordin 2012). 

2.6.3 Road Weather Information Systems 

Road weather information can be useful in many situations. Weather conditions in winter 

can be very harsh, and visibility and road surface condition can be very poor. Weather 

information can be distributed straight to road users to raise awareness, or to road 

maintenance operators who can adjust their actions correctly to ensure safe travelling 

conditions. (Pilli-Sihvola et al. 2012) Experts have estimated that 10 % of accidents with 

personal injuries can be reduced with good weather informing (Liikennevirasto 2018e). 

Road Weather Information Systems (RWIS) and weather forecasting are in important role 

in winter road maintenance. RWIS provides site-specific real-time information on road 
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conditions, temperatures and environmental conditions. (Sisiopiku 2001) Also, Riehm & 

Nordin (2012) point out that consistent and reliable RWIS has great importance in winter 

road maintenance, because inaccurate information may cause unnecessary actions. They 

say that RWIS system is based on measurements of road weather stations, which measure 

road surface, road and air temperatures, and air humidity with different sensors. RWIS 

system calculate and warn about slipperiness on roads automatically. (Riehm & Nordin 

2012) Kwon et al. (2017) conducted a case study in Minnesota, USA, which shows that 

adding new road weather stations could improve current RWIS network. In their study 

8.4 % improvement was possible when five additional stations were deployed, and 12.6 

% when 15 stations were added. They state that improvement percentage can be 

interpreted as perceived benefits. (Kwon et al. 2017) 

Weather services have great potential to reduce winter road maintenance costs by 

increasing efficiency of maintenance operations. With weather services, it is possible to 

have accurate and timelier operations, and they can be used to optimize resources needed. 

For example, in Finnish public roads savings in salt usage are estimated to be 400 000 

euros per year. Furthermore, savings in contractual penalties and personnel costs can be 

up to 2.2 million euros. (Pilli-Sihvola et al. 2012) Also, investing and upgrading of RWIS 

can result in more energy efficient winter road maintenance, which eventually has also 

positive effects to environment (Riehm & Nordin 2012). Maintenance costs of Finnish 

RWIS are circa three million euros per year, while weather and road condition 

information reduces societal economic costs of traffic accidents by 4.6-9.2 million euros 

per year. In addition that information can reduce costs of slips by 2.4-3.6 million euros, 

and that is only external accident cost. (Liikennevirasto 2018e) 

To provide good quality winter maintenance, it is important to have knowledge of weather 

phenomena. Also, continuous follow-up of weather conditions can improve maintenance 

quality. General weather follow-up includes meteorological observation and forecasting. 

In Finland, FTA and ELY-centres provide following weather services to contractors: road 

weather forecasts, graphic material of rain radars and satellites, road weather stations’ 

measurements, and footage of weather condition cameras. Interpretation of these 

materials require expertise and human resources. If contractors do not possess needed 

skills, they can use Winter Maintenance Management Centre, which is specialized to road 

weather condition management. (Liikennevirasto 2017) 
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Development of road weather models can have considerable improvements in long-term 

forecasting. Also, new technology, such as in-vehicle sensors, provide more information, 

and they can be utilized to develop new services to road condition monitoring. In future 

of automated vehicles, accurate and real-time weather information will have even more 

significant meaning to ensure safe transportation. (Pilli-Sihvola et al. 2012) 

2.6.4 Decision Support Systems 

Relatively new addition to Weather Information Services is the Decision Support Systems 

(DSS). Using DSS, weather information can be utilized to support decision making of 

various actors. They offer decision making rules in given situations and demonstrate the 

possible impacts of the taken actions. (Pilli-Sihvola et al. 2012) In Finland, there are two 

major winter maintenance DSS providers, Foreca and Winter Maintenance Management 

Centre, which is a joint operation by Destia and Finnish Meteorological Institute. Foreca’s 

(2018) DSS model is presented below. 

Foreca’s (2018) Winter Maintenance Decision Support System is meant for authorities, 

contractors and municipalities. Purpose of DSS is to provide safe roads using proactive 

working methods and precautionary winter maintenance operations. Besides transport 

infrastructure, DSS can also be exploited in airports. Normally winter maintenance is 

balancing between over and under maintenance. Computer aided DSS is a solution 

addressed to help in weather monitoring, decision making and operation planning. With 

proactive working methods less resources and chemicals are needed, which leads into 

reduced costs and positive impact to environment. Foreca uses standardized 1-2-3 

approach, where system gives first anticipatory recommendation, then continuously 

monitor weather, and finally alerts maintenance supervisors to take action. Quality of 

decision making can be ensured with standardized working methods as it reduces the 

possibility of human errors, and gives same recommendations to every road manager. 

These recommendations can be received through SMS, email or cloud service, and 

recommended actions can be fixed to FTA’s maintenance class guidelines (presented in 

appendix 1). In conclusion, DSS provides proactive working methods, optimal decisions 

and assures quality of decision making. (Foreca 2018) 
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2.6.5 Stakeholders in Finnish winter road maintenance 

Some of stakeholders of the current Finnish winter road maintenance business network 

have already been discussed in sections of chapter 2.6: Road authorities, weather 

information providers, decision support system providers, maintenance contractors, and 

road users.  

Study conducted by Leviäkangas et al. (2014) also discovers stakeholders in this very 

same business network. They have identified the business ecosystem of Finnish winter 

road maintenance, and described the value network of this ecosystem also. They state that 

the road maintenance business ecosystem is built around three types of roads that were 

covered in section 2.6.1. Purpose of the business ecosystem is to provide safe road use 

and transportation. Stakeholders of current winter road maintenance ecosystem and 

interactions between them are presented in figure 7. (Leviäkangas et al. 2014) 

 

Figure 7. Current winter road maintenance business ecosystem (retell Leviäkangas et al. 

2014). 
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3 WIRMA SYSTEM’S BUSINESS ECOSYSTEM 

This chapter of the thesis introduces the case of WiRMa -project. First used research 

methods and reasons to obtain those are explained. Second WiRMa -project and WiRMa 

system, their purpose and aims are presented in detail. Finally, observed data and results 

are shown. Purpose of this chapter is to elaborate WiRMa system and business ecosystem 

that is evolving around real time mobile measurements in Finland. 

3.1 Research methods 

This thesis is conducted as a qualitative case study. This approach was selected as its main 

characteristic is its focus on a specific case. Case study is more of a strategy than a method 

and it is concerned with research. Purpose of the case study is to do empirical 

investigation with focus on contextual phenomenon. In addition, data or evidence can be 

collected using various methods. (Robson & McCartan 2016, p. 150) 

Robson & McCartan (2016) state that it is desirable to have clear plan prepared and agreed 

by parties involved. It is important to notice that the plan may change during the process. 

(Robson & McCartan 2016, p. 155) In this thesis the research plan was formulated in 

cooperation with VTT and Lapland University of Applied Sciences. The plan included 

research methods, schedule and aim of research. 

As discussed, data can be collected with multiple research methods in case studies. In 

Saunders et al. (2009) using various methods within one study is referred as triangulation. 

They state that in case study, need for triangulation is very probable. (Saunders et al. 

2009, p. 146) In qualitative case studies semi-structured interviews are often used in data 

collection, because issue is usually complex and open-ended. Usually, in semi-structured 

interviews questions and themes to be covered are prepared in advance, but order of these 

can change during the interview and additional questions may have to be applied. Also, 

questions and themes are not necessarily same in every interview, but these can vary 

depending on interviewee or context. The nature of the interview requires that data is 

recorded by audio-recording or note taking. (Saunders et al. 2009, p. 320-321, 324) 

Interviews can be conducted one-to-one or group basis. In group interviews questions are 

addressed to more than one participants. One form of group interviews is focus group. 
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(Saunders et al. 2009, p. 343) Focus group is interview that clearly concentrates on a 

specific topic or theme. Focus groups are used to produce results that are not possible to 

achieve with other methods. In social sciences focus groups are used to collect general 

background information and to obtain ideas for further research. (Carson et al. 2001, p. 

113-115) 

In this research focus groups and semi-structured interviews are used as data collection 

techniques. These methods were chosen in research design meeting, where informants 

were identified also. In the beginning of the case study, focus group was organised to 

obtain general information and receive ideas for further research. Following the focus 

group, 9 informants were interviewed in total. Table 3 presents all informants’ 

organisation types, role of informant, and date and length of the interviews. All interviews 

were semi-structured and questions were prepared in advance, but additional questions 

were used also. In addition, questions were planned for each informant separately to suit 

their organisation and to reflect previous interviews. After the interviews were conducted, 

another focus group was held to address specific problems identified during the 

interviews. All interviews and focus groups were held in Finnish. Appendix 2 shows an 

example of interview questions in English, and appendix 3 presents the plans for the focus 

groups in English.  
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Table 3. Background information of the interviews and focus groups. 

Informant’s Organisation Roles in the organisations Date Length of 

the 

interview 

Winter road maintenance 

operator, research 

organisations 

Maintenance Manager, 

Development Manager, 

Maintenance Engineer, 

Development Engineer, 

Research Scientists 

07.08.18 2 h 30 min 

(focus 

group) 

Road authority Maintenance Manager 22.08.18 53 min 

Hardware provider CEO 28.08.18 1 h 5 min 

Weather service provider Development Manager 30.08.18 19 min 

Data collection provider, 

platform owner 

Manager 05.09.18 46 min 

Hardware provider Development Manager 05.09.18 37 min 

Hardware provider, 

platform owner 

CEO 05.09.18 15 min 

Hardware provider CEO 05.09.18 26 min 

Platform owner CEO 14.09.18 1 h 6 min 

Winter road maintenance 

operator 

Project Manager 05.10.18 48 min 

Road authority, research 

organisations 

Maintenance and digitalisation 

experts, Research Scientists 

12.10.18 3 h 30 min 

(focus 

group) 
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Actors of WiRMa system’s business ecosystem were identified in research design 

meeting, in which the list of organisations involved in the system was formulated. 

Although, WiRMa -project is multinational, focus of this thesis is WiRMa system and 

winter road maintenance in Finland, so informants to interviews were selected in a way 

that they are relevant in Finnish winter road maintenance ecosystem. During research 

design meeting it was also acknowledged that there are other companies outside of 

WiRMa -project in Finland that are developing similar technologies and systems. Part of 

those were also included in the interviews to add another perspective to the research. In 

addition, some informants are part of organisations involved, but they have not been 

taking part in the WiRMa system beforehand.  First focus group and most of the 

interviews were audio-recorded and transcribed. One audio-recoding failed due to 

technical issues, but notes were made during the interview. Also, final focus group was 

recorded with note taking method. In the beginning of every interview, WiRMa -project, 

WiRMa system and its interface was presented to interviewees if they did not have the 

knowledge in advance. Furthermore, the subject and the aim of this research was 

explained. 

Basically, description of WiRMa system in chapter 3.2.1 indicates that WiRMa system is 

a C-ITS platform, where vehicle sensors and infrastructure units communicate through 

cloud service. Therefore, it was reasonable to construct research framework according to 

Aapaoja et al. (2017) key elements of ITS service platform business model that were 

identified in literature review. Research framework is presented in figure 8. 

 

Figure 8. Business ecosystem description framework. 
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3.2 Case WiRMa 

WiRMa -project is Interreg Nord funded project that is coordinated by Lapland University 

of Applied Sciences. Research is done in Finland, Sweden and Norway. Target of WiRMa 

-project is to enhance winter road maintenance by researching, developing and testing 

new Industrial Internet solutions. WiRMa particularly focuses on exploring potential and 

prospects of data observed with vehicle-based sensors (in literature review referred as 

OBUs). WiRMa -project introduces an open-data system, which is used to test various 

sensors and other technologies to observe different indicators of road weather conditions. 

This sensor data is utilized in maintenance planning, alert management and to improve 

road weather forecasting models. In addition, new hybrid sensing technique for ice 

detection on roads is developed. (Konttaniemi 2018a; Konttaniemi 2018b) 

Currently for example in Finland, there are hundreds of RSUs that are used to measure 

road weather conditions. These fixed road weather stations and road weather cameras are 

scattered throughout Finnish roads, and they form Finnish RWIS. On busy roads, RSUs 

are more close to each other than on roads with little traffic. Most of the roads in northern 

Finland have only little traffic. Thus, distance between road weather stations can be over 

200 kilometres (Konttaniemi 2016). Purpose of WiRMa is to reduce weather information 

gap in areas, where distances between fixed road weather stations are vast, by gathering 

real-time information with different technologies. 

The user requirements and quality criteria based winter road maintenance measurements 

were used to determine the required data for WiRMa system. User requirements are based 

on research project’s test users’ opinions. For example, winter road maintenance 

contractors need to know current road weather, how it is changing and what is forecast 

for near future. Quality criteria for winter road maintenance is laid down by road 

authorities (Liikennevirasto 2017). Requirements used to determine the required data are: 

 Measured parameter based on quality criteria: 

o Road friction 

o Snowiness 

o Evenness 
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 Evolvement of road weather (DSS requirement): 

o Situation before 

o Situation now 

o Situation in near future 

 Dew point & dew point difference (road/air): 

o Ambient temperature and relative humidity 

o Road surface temperature 

 Validation of sensor data through images. 

This information was used to formulate the data set of WiRMa system. The data set is 

composed on the strength of information requirements. This is the data that is needed to 

fulfil the user requirements and quality criteria discussed above. The data set is grouped 

in Vehicle Data and Road Weather Forecast. Road Weather Forecasts are provided by 

Finnish weather service companies that exploit data from vehicles, RWIS and 

meteorological stations to provide the forecasts. Vehicle Data is gathered through 

different vehicle-based sensing technologies. The data set is presented below: 

 Vehicle Data (On-Board Units/Sensors) 

o Road surface condition (ice, snow, wet, dry, etc.) 

o Friction estimation 

o Water layer thickness on road 

o Road surface temperature 

o Air temperature 

o Relative humidity 

o Camera images from road 

o Vehicle CAN bus 

o Roughness (IRI) 

 Road Weather Forecasts 

o Road surface forecast 

o Road friction forecast 

o Water layer thickness forecast 

o Road surface temperature forecast 

o Air temperature forecast 

o Relative humidity forecast 

o Rain type forecast 
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o Rain intensity forecast 

As pointed out, WiRMa system utilises number of different technologies to observe road 

weather and conditions. For upcoming winter, 2018-2019, there will be at least 19 

vehicles in northern Finland that are used as mobile platforms for sensor equipment. 

There will be at least five different types of technologies or solutions allocated in the 

vehicles: optical sensors from four different manufacturers, telematics units, CAN bus 

exploitation, slipperiness detection software, and camera systems. In addition, there are 

still some equipment that is not allocated to specific vehicles. If unallocated equipment 

can be installed in different vehicles, total number of vehicles will rise to 26. To test 

capabilities of different technologies, some of the vehicles will have more than one type 

of technology installed. For example, a few vehicles will have optical sensor, telematics 

unit and camera system installed, while vehicle’s CAN bus is exploited and slipperiness 

detection software is used. With these technologies and solutions all vehicle data 

discussed above can be observed. 

3.2.1 WiRMa system 

As discussed, WiRMa system utilizes multiple in-vehicle sensors during research project. 

To combine and deliver all collected data effectively, cloud-based IoT platform is 

essential. This platform is focal part of the system as IoT technologies enable real time 

data collection, analysing and visualisation. In IoT platform data from vehicle sensors, 

Finnish RWIS network and weather forecasts is analysed and combined. Data from 

vehicles and RWIS is also delivered to weather service providers to enhance the road 

weather and condition forecasts. After analysing and combining the data is visualised and 

presented in WiRMa system’s web application interface. The web application interface 

can be used to observe road conditions from a map. This interface can be exploited in 

road maintenance fleet control, as support for decisions and to plan operations. In 

addition, interface provides information of road conditions and forecasts to everyone as 

it is accessible to public also. Explained data flow of WiRMa system is presented in figure 

9. 
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Figure 9. Simple data flow of WiRMa system (retell Konttaniemi 2018b). 

 

3.2.2 WiRMa system’s web interface 

In WiRMa system, observed data is visualised on a map, which end-users can use to test 

the results of the system. In the system, this map is accessible through website interface. 

Basic view of the map is shown in figure 10. Through this interface, user can see all routes 

driven by vehicles with OBUs within 24 hours. Time frame can be selected of 4 options: 

6, 12, 18 or 24 hours. Basic view of the map shows all routes driven, but user can select 

specific route from the list shown in upright corner of the figure 10. Driven routes are 

visualised on the map with colour codes according to road conditions to help 

interpretation. In addition, basic view represents fixed road weather stations and cameras 

in northern Finland. 
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Figure 10. Basic view of WiRMa visualisation. 

 

Altogether, five different data types collected from vehicle-based sensors can be 

visualised on the map. Possible data types, their meaning and colour coding are seen in 

figure 11. Also from this toolbox can be selected if weather stations and cameras are 

shown, and real time data can be switched to road weather forecasts. 
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Figure 11. Data types to show on map. 

 

From the map Road Weather Stations (RWS), Road Weather Cameras and vehicular 

observations can be selected on a specific point of road. This opens additional screen 

feature, which shows more information available about road weather conditions on the 

specific point of the road. Figure 12 represents all information available and explanations 

to the features. 

 

Figure 12. Selected point of road with explanations. 

 

Furthermore, road condition forecasts are included in the interface as seen in figure 13. 

All data types shown in figure 11 can also be presented in forecast mode. In figure 13 
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road condition forecast is represented and to compare, friction forecast of the same 

moment is presented in figure 14. Forecast can be shown at 15 minute intervals up to 

three hours from current time. Colour codes in forecast figures are the same with real time 

data representations. Forecasts are shown as circles on specific points of roads with 10 

kilometre spacing. 

 

Figure 13. Road condition forecast in WiRMa interface. 
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Figure 14. Friction forecast in WiRMa interface. 

 

3.3 WiRMa system’s ecosystem roles and capabilities 

Data collected through interviews is analysed in sense of categorization. It involves two 

activities: category development, and after connecting categories and units of data 

(Saunders et al. 2009, p. 492). Primary categories are roles and capabilities in the business 

ecosystem, costs and benefits, and RWIS. In second phase roles and capabilities are 

divided in recognized actor categories. Also, costs and benefits are allocated to equivalent 

actor categories. Analysis process is depicted in figure 15. 
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Figure 15. Analysis process. 

 

When analysis process was started, RWIS was not one of the categories, but need for it 

was recognized during the process. Thus, data produced analysis of current state of RWIS 

in Finland, which is presented first. After analysis of business ecosystem roles and 

capabilities is presented within actor sections. In the end, synthesis of the analyses is 

combined. 

3.3.1 Current state analysis of RWIS in Finland 

Current fixed Road Weather Information System measures specific points on roads 

continuously. Coverage of current RWIS network is not extensive enough. Especially in 

northern Finland, RWIS network should be denser. Precipitation of snow is locally so 

harsh that it cannot be determined accurately with standard weather forecasting. 

Nevertheless, fixed road weather stations are very expensive, so denser network would 

add costs plenty to the annual budget. In comparison, vehicular observations are more 

affordable when geographical coverage is considered. Thus, RWIS network could be 

complemented with vehicular observations. In future snapshot and condition information 

service is different than currently. It has more coverage, it is more complete and it serves 

more different fields of businesses and operations. 
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3.3.2 Customers 

In WiRMa -project, interest is to enhance winter road maintenance, so obvious customers 

for WiRMa system are winter road maintenance companies. On the other hand, in Finland 

RWIS is currently owned and procured by road authorities, and they deliver data from 

the fixed RWIS free of charge openly in Internet. This makes road authorities also 

possible customers for vehicular Road Weather Information System. In addition, logistics 

companies, insurance companies, cities and municipalities, and other authorities such as 

police could be interested in this kind of information. There are more customers for 

system of this type than currently can be pointed out, and every customer segment needs 

different type of information to enhance their operations. 

For winter road maintenance companies, real time data about road conditions can add 

value moderately as such it is in WiRMa system. However, maintenance companies 

usually have their own weather observation systems, so existing web interface is not 

needed, but data should be delivered in their own systems through Application 

Programming Interface (API). Currently WiRMa system has not been used to check road 

conditions as part of winter road maintenance operations, because operators should use it 

as a separate system next to their own systems, and this would slow down decision 

making and delay maintenance operations. So data from vehicle sensors should be 

delivered from cloud service straight through APIs to maintenance companies’ systems. 

In those systems it is favourable that data can be produced in one application besides other 

data as layers. Hence desired data to be present in the application can be selected from 

layers and more than one information source is available at the same time. 

In field of winter road maintenance late autumn and beginning of winter is the hardest 

time to plan salting operations as black ice forms on the roads and temperatures vary a 

lot. Ice formation and friction value detection in those times with vehicular measurements 

adds value. Especially data from night time stands out. In order to data be useful in winter 

road maintenance operations, there cannot be long times between measurements. Optimal 

time frame for maintenance varies from one hour to six hours depending on the action to 

be taken. So, road condition information becomes outdated quite fast. However, basic 

information does not expire so quickly. Older information about road conditions can also 

be useful in situations where weather changes, because it tells dominant conditions and 

completes fixed RWIS. Also, vehicular measurements constantly highlights deviations 

and even one measurement can produce sensible information for maintenance operations. 
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With vehicular RWIS expensive operations can be allocated. It is important that impulses 

about changing conditions are given to maintenance operations as soon as possible. 

Image data or continuous video data adds value to winter road maintenance contractors 

and other customers. This type of data can be used for different purposes than sensor data. 

It can be used to check specific problematic points on the road or sensor errors, and snow 

amount on the road. It also serves multiple other purposes such as damage claims. Both 

mobile sensors and mobile image/video data are needed to complement the fixed RWIS 

network. In addition to data from vehicular systems, system could automatically give 

treatment recommendations in a way as DSS. 

Even though mobile weather information could add value to the operations, winter road 

maintenance contractors are not necessarily going to be customers for systems like 

WiRMa. As discussed earlier, Finnish road authorities offer open data of the fixed RWIS 

network to everyone including winter road maintenance contractors. Thus, authorities 

could be customer for vehicular RWIS also in similar sense. If road authorities offer open 

data, there is not necessarily need for contractors to invest in unless road authorities do 

not offer enough extensive information. In addition, data or the system itself could be too 

expensive to procure by one commercial actor alone. 

3.3.3 Road authorities 

Road authorities have a large role in winter road maintenance in Finland as they determine 

service levels, procure the maintenance and offer open data to actors in the business 

ecosystem. Thus, road authorities have strong influence to development of new services. 

Also, road authorities currently procure the fixed road weather stations and cameras, and 

offers the data free of charge openly through API. They procure weather services and 

forecasting in similar way, and distribute information to maintenance operators. In some 

contract areas winter road maintenance operators have agreed to lower contract price if 

road authorities install additional fixed road weather camera. For these reasons it is 

strongly suggested that road authorities should be leading the development of vehicular 

RWIS in cooperation with multiple companies and organisations. Many actors are 

depending on road authorities to take action or lay down their standards to vehicular 

sensor systems. On the other hand, actors have already invested large amounts to mobile 

sensing technologies as they see vehicular RWIS to be one of the information sources in 

future procured by road authorities. Furthermore, road authorities are anticipating that 
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one day vehicular data collection technologies are part of the openly offered basic road 

weather data. 

In new winter road maintenance contracts road authorities have demanded that 

maintenance contractors produce constant images of roads from cameras attached to 

maintenance vehicles. It provides capability to supervise road condition before and after 

the contract has started. Capability is not limited to road authorities, but contractors can 

also use data to ensure that quality standards are met. Road authorities have also been 

testing crowdsourced methods to produce images on roads and possibility to use smart 

phone sensors to measure road conditions. Crowdsourced systems are meant to be 

implemented in sparsely populated areas, where distances are long so maintenance 

supervisors or supervision consultants can check conditions remotely. Camera 

technologies, and especially crowdsourced imaging technologies, are self-evident truth in 

future. Road authorities are also investigating use of machine vision as part of the image 

technologies. However, real time continuous high resolution images or videos require at 

least 4G or 5G Internet connection, so it might take few years before camera-based 

technologies can be used widely in road condition monitoring.  

Development of maintenance contracts is not limited to vehicle-based camera 

technologies, but one goal is to digitalize whole operations model of contracts. Road 

authorities have also implemented new contract model ‘maintenance governance 

contract’, which is closely related to alliance contracting. In the new contract model 

know-how is weighted more and new operation standards were published in August.  In 

addition, some roads are raised to higher level winter maintenance road classes as extra 

finance is granted. 

Road authorities have important role in the business ecosystem, but there is not yet unified 

vision, what course of action will be taken or what kind of operational environment will 

be. Although road authorities have significant importance in the business ecosystem, their 

ownership of the system is not seen to deliver added value. However, trend is that road 

authorities strive to create one operational environment, where ecosystem actors offer 

their solutions and concepts, and road authorities procure data or systems. It is superior 

and agile manner to development. Yet, changes in Finnish legislation leave the role of the 

road authorities in the business ecosystem partly unsolved. 
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3.3.4 Platform owners 

In case of WiRMa system, platform owners are central actors in the business ecosystem 

as they are vending collected data to customers and thus distribute the value received to 

other business ecosystem actors. All platform owners have their own capabilities, which 

affects to business ecosystem formation. For example, platform owner could have their 

own hardware, in which case they do not necessarily need to procure any, or they could 

have their own fleet, in which case they might have all vehicles needed to produce desired 

data. Data management and analysing is often done in-house. Platform owners also have 

different data delivery capabilities. Others deliver data through API to customer and 

others have API capability and web or other kind of interface. Currently, common view 

is that specific applications or interfaces are not needed as customers want data straight 

to their own operative systems through API. In addition, system must be capable to absorb 

data from several sources. 

Regarding hardware, hands should not be tied to one supplier only, because different 

hardware has different capabilities, and there is possibility that new better technologies 

will come to market, or customer wants specific technology. At the same time, if strong 

partnerships are formed, it is not possible to have deep relationships to multiple suppliers. 

With fleets situation is similar to hardware. Platform owners can have their own fleet, but 

they can sub-contract if needed. Also, it is possible to have contracted fleet or actors can 

outsource fleet recruitment to customers. 

It is clear that there will be more than one platform owner in the vehicular RWIS business 

ecosystem in near future as at least four actors have their own platform or are interested 

to own a platform. It does not necessarily mean that there will be multiple systems, 

because companies can cooperate. In addition, Finnish market for this type of data 

production is not very extensive, so more than one system might not be able to thrive 

commercially. Thus, larger companies might absorb smaller actors. However, road 

condition data is seen as a potential opportunity. Profitability is likely to be better if the 

same data or different types of data collected at one time, can be sold to multiple 

customers. 
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3.3.5 Hardware suppliers 

Hardware suppliers are the ones to deliver technologies in WiRMa system. There are 

several technologies that suppliers are able to offer: Optical sensors, cameras, laser 

scanners, temperature sensors, acceleration sensors, dew point sensors, breaking friction 

sensors, and telematics units that capture data from vehicles CAN bus. Data from 

technology solutions is relatively easy to integrate to different systems. Different 

information can be achieved with divergent technologies. With more high-priced sensors, 

more data can be collected, but with cheaper technologies enough good results for many 

purposes can be achieved, especially if several technologies are used simultaneously. 

There are two really different types of technologies in WiRMa system: Sensors and 

cameras. Images and videos have more diverse purpose of use than sensors, but in winter 

road maintenance, there are issues such as black ice that cannot be drawn from image. 

With systems consisting of more than one technology, more data can be measured and 

errors can be eliminated. Also, with combined technologies, there is better chances to 

success. 

Between hardware supplier actors competition happens with sensor capabilities. In 

vehicular RWIS business ecosystems hardware is either owned or procured by platform 

owners. In addition, customer can procure their own hardware and platform owner only 

receives collected data.  

3.3.6 Data collection providers 

Data collection in WiRMa should be provided by coach services, freight traffic, logistics 

companies and other commercial traffic. Inefficiency of commercial transportation is 

extremely expensive. Inefficiency can be related to for example road conditions. Thus, 

part of commercial traffic operators could give their fleet free of charge for platform 

owners to use in their systems in order to gain better winter road maintenance. Others on 

the other hand expect to have compensation of a sort. Compensation can be monetary (for 

example 500 €/year), data to be retailed or data to their own use, because with better 

foreknowledge of road conditions and weather companies can prepare in route planning. 

This kind of information is very valuable in logistic chain. Reason that commercial traffic 

operators do not necessarily provide fleet free of charge is that better road conditions are 

not enough of added value for them. In their opinion road network’s condition is not their 

responsibility, but road maintenance operators’. 
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Fleets can be platform owner’s own and sub-contracted or fully procured by platform 

actor or other actor. Even though commercial traffic is frequent, it is not possible to have 

both geographically and timely frequent coverage of vehicular RWIS with one data 

collection actor’s fleet alone. There is need for different types of commercial traffic. More 

frequent coverage is probably achieved near logistical centres. 

3.3.7 Weather service providers 

Distinct actors in WiRMa system are weather service providers. In this business 

ecosystem they provide weather services such as weather forecasts and road condition 

forecasts, so they are data producers. Customers for weather service providers are 

platform owners, winter road maintenance operators, road authorities, car manufacturers, 

and different media. 

In addition to data producing, weather service providers receive data from WiRMa 

system’s cloud service that they use to enhance road condition forecasts. Added value of 

WiRMa system’s data for weather service providers is that mobile measurements provide 

significant accuracy to road condition forecast model. Mobile data shows events between 

fixed road weather stations. In this use, data outdates after six hours, so data should be 

collected at couple hour intervals. In forecasting trends of weather changes are important. 

These trends are not possible to get from vehicular RWIS, but continuous measurements 

of fixed weather stations are needed. In addition, quality of data is better in fixed RWIS. 

3.3.8 Empirical synthesis 

Fixed RWIS is and will be important information source in winter road maintenance. 

Vehicular measurements from road network would improve geographical coverage as 

fixed road weather information stations only cover specific points on roads. Although 

vehicular RWISs cover road network better, and are more affordable when considering 

the coverage, fixed RWIS is not going to be obsolete as vehicular RWIS needs reference 

points. In addition, vehicles with sensors are not always on route, so all roads cannot be 

measured constantly with vehicular RWIS. So, more than one system is needed, and 

different system or technology is emphasized according to the use-case. Future RWIS 

system is combined in figure 16. 
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Figure 16. Future of Road Weather Information Systems. 

 

Furthermore, current fixed RWIS business ecosystem actors are hardware suppliers and 

road authorities as system and data owner. Road authorities distribute received data 

openly. Also, they procure forecasting services and distribute them to winter road 

maintenance operators. So, in order to produce the discussed future RWIS system, there 

is need to develop the vehicular RWIS as parallel system to fixed RWIS. During this 

research, business ecosystem actors of WiRMa system, the research pilot system of 

vehicular RWIS, were identified. Different customers for vehicular RWIS desire different 

capabilities. For winter road maintenance providers and authorities both real time data 

about road conditions and images of roads important. To provide the data, specific 

technologies are needed. There is also need for actors who provide capability to cover 

geographically extensive and timely frequent fleet. Weather service providers are already 

in significant role in winter road maintenance and with their forecasting capabilities they 

also serve a role in vehicular road weather information business ecosystem. To combine 

all actors and their capabilities together, platforms and their owners are needed to provide 

functioning system. Platform owners need capability to manage and analyse data or it has 

to be outsourced. Regarding the role of road authorities, they can have several roles in the 

business ecosystem. Road authorities can be platform owner, customer or just a regulator. 

Either way, road authorities need to get across their role. In addition, it was noticed that 

telecommunication operators have a role as they provide the real time communication 

capability, but their relationship to other actors was not discussed. Table 4 presents the 

identified business ecosystem actors of WiRMa system and their possible roles. 
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Table 4. WiRMa business ecosystem actors and their possible roles. 

Business ecosystem actor Possible roles 

Customers Enhancing winter road conditions & 

maintenance operations 

Road authorities Maintenance procurement, customer, data 

owner (Open data bank), regulator 

Platform owners Vehicular data producer, data vending, 

data owner 

Hardware suppliers Hardware manufacturing or retailing 

Data collection providers Fleet for data production 

Weather service providers Forecast provider, weather data producer 

Telecommunications providers Real time communications provider 
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4 DISCUSSION 

When following Moore’s (1993) life cycle of ecosystems, winter road maintenance 

business ecosystem is in self-renewal phase. There are new innovations and business 

actors that can have significant effect to winter road maintenance. Also new contracting 

models and changes in legislation and road authority agencies can affect companies in 

winter road maintenance business. In self-renewal phase, business ecosystems have four 

options: Prevent the growth of other ecosystems, include new innovations to existing 

ecosystem, reorganise the ecosystem (re-birth) or if self-renewal fails, death. It is unlikely 

that current winter road maintenance ecosystem would face its death, so one of the other 

options is going to happen.  

When considering vehicular RWIS as business ecosystems, they are competing with each 

other and more or less with fixed RWIS business ecosystems. Though, in Finland fixed 

RWIS is owned by road authorities, so it cannot be considered as normal competitor. In 

study of WiRMa system it was clear that road authorities are also interested in vehicular 

RWIS as one of future’s weather data collection method. So, when proved to work, 

vehicular RWIS will be potential addition to current systems. This leads to RWIS 

business ecosystem to become a part of larger business ecosystem, where all relevant 

businesses to winter road maintenance are present. As discussed, winter road maintenance 

business ecosystem is in self-renewal stage and vehicular RWIS is rather new innovation 

that new business actors are advancing. It is likely that new innovations will be included 

in winter road maintenance business ecosystem instead of other self-renewal options 

mentioned above. There already is some movement towards it as road authorities are 

testing new technologies as part of winter road maintenance contracts. In addition, there 

are already commercialized businesses within vehicular RWIS business ecosystem, but 

they are part of other business ecosystems also as they have other customers in addition 

to winter road maintenance field. 

Even though road authorities have strong influence in winter road maintenance sector and 

they control fixed RWIS network, actors in vehicular RWIS business ecosystem do not 

desire authorities to control vehicular RWIS. On the other hand, road authorities want to 

enable new technological innovations and create market for them. Thus market-based 

model is seen as only possible option for vehicular RWIS business ecosystems to emerge. 

However, winter road maintenance and road authorities are probably largest customers 
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for this type of system. To ensure growth of vehicular RWIS businesses, those actors need 

to support it by advancing its use. In this context this means large scale utilization to test 

the system. Small scale test here and there do not necessarily prove the full effectiveness 

of the system.  

In Moore’s (1993) business ecosystem life stages, vehicular RWIS business ecosystems 

are at their birth stage. Business actors exist, but there is no large markets yet nor one 

leadership among the actors. Lappi et al. (2017) point out that business ecosystem 

formation has strong effect to ecosystem health, so vehicular RWIS business ecosystem 

actors should acknowledge importance of five elements: Evolution, dynamics, strategy, 

governance and behaviour. Business ecosystem formation can be led by one of the actors 

or it can be self-organising. Business ecosystems can be born through internal or external 

influence. External influence such as government regulations or new technological 

innovations can affect governance of the business ecosystem. (Lappi et al. 2017) Thus in 

vehicular RWIS, road authorities can govern the business ecosystem, or new innovations 

can produce functioning ecosystem that is led with joint governance. Thus, it is important 

to notice that FTA’s new operations standards include the exploitation of continuous 

vehicular road weather data, and cooperation between vehicular RWIS business actors, 

road authorities and winter road maintenance operators. Also, in new winter road 

maintenance contract model cooperation is increased in the whole contracting chain. 

(Liikennevirasto 2018e) On the other hand, internal influence can be business actor’s 

strategy to form the business ecosystem to create joint value, in which case this actor can 

lead the business ecosystem (Lappi et al. 2017).  

In addition, evolution of business ecosystem can happen through niche creation by 

involving new innovations and business actors to existing business ecosystem (Iansiti & 

Levien 2004a, Lappi et al. 2017). In winter road maintenance business ecosystem this 

could happen by involving vehicular RWIS businesses to the existing business ecosystem. 

Behaviour in business ecosystem formation represents the roles and strength of 

relationships between business actors. Usually the oldest and largest business actors have 

the biggest roles in business ecosystems. So they have important role in sustaining and 

connecting strong relationships within the business ecosystem. Dynamic nature of those 

relationships require continuous governance. (Lappi et al. 2017) 
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After business ecosystems are born logically next stage is expansion, where ecosystems 

compete over market shares. Moore (1993) states that a business concept, which attracts 

large number of customers and potential to scale up, are two important factors in 

expansion stage. In vehicular RWIS business ecosystem, it is said that road authorities 

and winter road maintenance are largest customers, so the number of customers might be 

limited. On the other hand, it was also discussed that there are other customers besides 

winter road maintenance business ecosystem, and there probably are more customers for 

these systems than it is possible to point out currently. In addition, there are no functioning 

vehicular RWIS systems in the world, so there is a lot of potential to scale up if companies 

are willing to compete abroad. For example in Sweden, road authorities are launching 

large scale test for this type of system (Kärki 2018). If vehicular RWIS is put into 

operation in Finland, it is easier to export systems and technologies to other customers in 

other countries. 

4.1 Value creation in WiRMa system’s business ecosystem 

This thesis focused specifically to business ecosystem analysis of WiRMa system. Actors 

of WiRMa system’s business ecosystem were identified in chapter 3.3 and were combined 

in table 4. Relationships between different actors were also identified in analyses. Using 

these analyses value network of WiRMa system’s business ecosystem was drafted and it 

is presented in figure 17, where dark blue arrows represent the offerings and light blue 

arrows monetary transactions.  

In figure 17 it can be seen that value creating activities are quite straight forward in 

WiRMa system’s business ecosystem. Of course WiRMa system is in a research project 

stage, so transactions might not always take place as described.  In addition, road 

authorities do not currently offer the vehicular RWIS as part of open data bank, but fixed 

RWIS data is openly available for everyone. Figure 17 represents possible future 

situation, where WiRMa system’s business ecosystem actors have formed commercial 

business ecosystem and road authorities are procuring data from them. 
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Figure 17. Value network scenario of WiRMa system’s business ecosystem. 

 

Value creating activities start from hardware suppliers who provide technology solutions 

needed. These technologies are attached to the fleet, which is procured to collect data for 

platform owner. To provide timely and accurate vehicular RWIS, the fleet must be large 

enough and planned to be on specific routes. Without large and optimised fleet, the data 

will not be valuable enough. In WiRMa system, the data collected goes to the platform 

owner, who manages and analyses the data. Also the data is delivered to weather service 

providers, who use the data to provide more accurate weather forecasts to platform owner 

and their own customers. As platform owner manages and analyses vehicular RWIS data, 

they also merge it with fixed RWIS data to show both on the web interface. Currently in 

WiRMa system data is shown on the map on the web interface, where customers or end 

users, such as winter road maintenance operators and road authorities can view it and use 

it in their operations. However, to create more value to end users, the data should be 

delivered through API to end users’ own operative systems. In future scenario, platform 

owner delivers data to road authorities’ open data bank, where anyone can access it. In 

figure 17 vehicular RWIS data is also delivered to customers or end users directly in 

addition to open data bank, because there might be additional data that creates value to 

the customers, but road authorities do not consider it to be valuable enough to be procured 

with public funding. 
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As in figure 17 WiRMa system’s business ecosystem can be considered on its own, but 

as research project’s system was formed to enhance the winter road maintenance, it is 

necessary to discuss it as part of winter road maintenance business ecosystem. When 

WiRMa system’s business ecosystem is connected to winter road maintenance business 

ecosystem, description of the future winter road maintenance business ecosystem 

becomes more complex. In figure 18 WiRMa system’s business ecosystem is pictured 

within the current value network of Finnish winter road maintenance business ecosystem 

identified in the literature review from Leviäkangas et al. (2014). Figure 18 contributes 

to the previous research by adding possible vehicular RWIS business ecosystem and fixed 

RWIS businesses to the depiction. 

 

Figure 18. Value network of Finnish winter road maintenance ecosystem with WiRMa. 

 

It is important to notice that road authorities are in central role even though their control 

over markets was not desired. In public services, such as roads and their maintenance, 

public administration will have significant role either way, because they finance it. 

Especially in Finland, where it is custom that road authorities provide necessary weather 

information to maintenance contractors. So it will be likely that when vehicular RWIS is 

proven to add value to winter road maintenance operations and to other stakeholders, road 

authorities will procure the essential data. In addition, legislations changes discussed in 

literature review indicate that all data will be openly available to support traffic sector 

and possibilities to provide new innovations and services. From figure 18 it can be seen 
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that purpose of this business ecosystem is to provide safe road conditions and reliable 

road network to all road users. 

When it comes to the need of business ecosystems, they are important in societal and 

public services, and especially in markets that are small and have limited demand or rigid 

procurement rules (Leviäkangas et al. 2014). Winter road maintenance definitely have 

rigid procurement rules and vehicular RWIS market in Finland is, at least for now, small 

business. Therefore, it is reasonable to form partnerships that distinguish business 

ecosystem from its competitors’ capabilities. In business ecosystems partnerships means 

that value received is divided throughout the business ecosystem. For business 

ecosystems in small markets it might be that added value is small at the beginning, but 

with more resources more value can be created. So in the end, value created among 

business ecosystem might be greater than one actor alone could produce. 

Business ecosystems and value networks of business ecosystems are complex issues. 

Figure 18 represents only WiRMa system’s business ecosystem within winter road 

maintenance business ecosystem, but it is one possibility that ensures possibility of 

multiple business actors. In real commercial situation depiction is even more complex as 

there is more than one platform owner and they all have their own business models, and 

there are other customers besides the winter road maintenance business ecosystem. For 

example, insurance companies could use the data to provide warning messages about road 

conditions to their customers. Furthermore, the data could be used in accident 

investigations, which is relevant feature to insurance companies and to society. Thus, 

there are many possible ways to create value with vehicular RWIS, which means different 

strategies for business actors involved. It appears as different business models, which also 

means different types of value networks. Other possible business models and value 

creation strategies are presented in the next chapter. 

4.2 Alternative business models and ecosystems 

During the research it was found out that more than one of the WiRMa business 

ecosystem actors are interested in owning their own platform or that they are members of 

other similar existing business ecosystems. Each platform owner had their own business 

models and strategies. Business models are more or less similar with WiRMa system, but 

in addition to winter road maintenance and road authorities as only customers, platform 
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owners pointed out several other possible customer segments, where the collected data 

could be valuable. There was also a considerate suggestion that road authorities could act 

as a platform owner. Figures 19 and 20 show value network scenarios of the other possible 

business ecosystems in vehicular RWIS business. Figure 19 also describes situation, 

where two platform owners have formed rival business ecosystems. In all of these 

business ecosystems it is assumed that road authorities will procure data and offer it in 

open data bank for business actors to use.  

In figure 19 upper business ecosystem is basically the same with WiRMa system except 

that the 2nd platform owner manufacturers and owns used sensor hardware. It is possible 

that they procure some other needed hardware from other hardware suppliers. Otherwise 

value creation in the business ecosystem is similar to WiRMa system’s business 

ecosystem. Business ecosystem formed around the 3rd platform owner is different the 

platform owner has their own fleet, which they are using in data collection. It is possible 

to procure sub-contractors fleet if necessary to provide valuable data to customers. The 

3rd platform owner only use partners to deliver hardware, data management and analysing 

services. 

 

Figure 19. Rival business ecosystems. 

 

Figure 20 presents situations, where road authorities have larger role in business 

ecosystems. In first business ecosystem road authorities are the platform owner in similar 
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way as they currently own fixed RWIS. It is very similar to WiRMa system’s business 

ecosystem, but data management and analysing is procured from outside as are other 

needed capabilities. This type business ecosystem is not the first option, because many 

interviewees do not think that road authorities should have such control over the system. 

In addition, road authorities prefer market-based model, where only data is procured. 

The business ecosystem described in figure 20 is very interesting option as it differentiates 

clearly from others. In this business ecosystem the 4th platform owner only owns the 

platform, manages and analyses the data. Road authorities procure and own hardware, 

provides or procures fleet for data collection, and procure the platform and analysing 

services from the 4th platform owner. The 4th platform owner can use weather service 

providers to add other weather data and forecasts to their data package. This business 

model leaves more liabilities to road authorities and is less risky for the 4th platform 

owner. However, when considering state owned roads, it is not likely that road authorities 

would take on such responsibilities if there is other business actors, who could procure 

everything and only deliver data for road authorities. 

 

Figure 20. Publicly lead business ecosystem possibilities. 

 

In all discussed business ecosystems road authorities and winter road maintenance are 

named as obvious and the largest customers currently. So every platform owner tries to 

create value for them by delivering relevant data that can support customers’ operations. 

The business ecosystems compete with sensor capabilities, capability to provide 
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geographically vast and timely fleet, and more importantly with accuracy and relevance 

of the data. 

4.3 Missing capabilities of WiRMa system 

WiRMa system as a research project should provide information and justification to build 

commercial vehicular RWIS and to create business ecosystem around it. To prove its 

effectiveness in enhancing the winter road maintenance, WiRMa system needs 

capabilities required by end users of the system and end users of the system should be 

able to use the data in their own operations. 

WiRMa system has many features that are needed in decision making in winter road 

maintenance. During the research it was noticed that winter road maintenance contractors 

appreciate current features, but high definition still images or video from data collecting 

vehicles is important for them. It does not necessarily need to be continuous video, but 

ability to capture images of specific points on the road that other data indicates to have 

problems. Image or video capability would offer revision possibility. In addition, optical 

measurements cannot provide information about tire tracks in frozen ice ridges, but from 

images it is possible to say if there are any and are they small or high. For this reason, 

imaging capability will be tested next winter in some vehicles of WiRMa system. 

To acquire information about tire tracks in snow or ice, there is also other methods that 

have been tested on other projects related to WiRMa system. Laser scanning of the road 

has been executed and proven to be fine technique. However, it is not currently part of 

WiRMa system, but WiRMa system’s business ecosystem actors are able to provide it if 

desired. Monetary issues can be a barrier to large scale utilisation of laser scanners as it 

is high price technology. 

If the web interface of WiRMa system will be the main source of the data, it also requires 

modification. Analyses show that the data collected within two latest hours is most 

valuable. Currently the web interface has options to show data from 6, 12, 18 and 24 latest 

hours, so there is need for option to show only the most recent data. Also, nowadays 

presenting data in layers is important, so in the web interface it should be possible to 

present multiple data sources simultaneously. Currently vehicular sensor data and fixed 

RWIS data can be shown at the same time, but forecasts and vehicular sensor data cannot 
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be shown simultaneously. This is not exactly what end users require, because more 

valuable feature would be API that enables data to be shown in end user’s own operative 

systems in layers. However, this requires some software development on both sides, but 

it is important as end users stated in interviews that they have not been able to utilise 

WiRMa system in decision making as WiRMa system is a separate application.  

4.4 Costs and benefits to stakeholders 

WiRMa system and equivalent vehicular RWIS can have many benefits and costs to 

business ecosystem stakeholders. Costs are mainly related to equipment or capabilities 

that stakeholders have to procure in order to create value through the business ecosystem. 

On the other hand, benefits are the value that business ecosystem actors receive from the 

system. 

For most business ecosystem actors benefits are new customers, new area of business or 

they are entirely new companies established to provide vehicular RWIS or its 

components. Nationwide vehicular RWIS would probably mean expansion of the 

industry. Vehicular RWIS and data about road conditions can also give birth to other new 

innovations and service businesses. 

For winter road maintenance and weather services vehicular RWIS will provide more 

accurate information about road conditions and road weather. It is beneficial to winter 

road maintenance operators as with the help of more accurate information, decision 

making is easier. Also, operations can be optimised, which can reduce costs of operations. 

Weather services can use the data to provide better road weather forecasts. All this 

combined can provide more homogeneous winter road maintenance, which results in 

safer road travel and reduced travelling time for road users. 

Safer road travel and reduced travelling times are benefits to private road users as well as 

commercial and other professional traffic. However, vehicular data about road conditions 

can benefit commercial and other professional traffic anyway also. For example, logistic 

companies can use the information to route optimisation and scheduling. If poor weather 

conditions can be seen beforehand, fleet can be directed to use alternative routes. 
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For road authorities benefits are possibly reduced procurement costs as winter road 

maintenance operators can provide maintenance with less costs. In addition, more 

accurate information can be used in monitoring the quality of winter road maintenance, 

which could reduce the supervision costs. Vehicular RWIS could reduce the total costs 

for road authorities, and still provide equivalent or increased quality of winter 

maintenance. There is no need to add taxes to road users as analyses state that costs of 

vehicular RWIS are fraction of maintenance costs of fixed RWIS, and those maintenance 

costs are lower than societal economic savings that fixed RWIS produces 

(Liikennevirasto 2018e). In table 5 all costs and benefits of vehicular RWIS to 

stakeholders are combined.  

In the end, societal and environmental benefits are the sum of the parts. From traffic point 

of view, homogeneous and effective winter road maintenance leads to safer road travel, 

which results in less accidents and thus societal cost reduction. For environment 

optimisation of winter road maintenance means careful and proactive salting, which can 

result in reduced salt usage. Also, optimisation of routes driven can reduce emissions of 

maintenance vehicles. Benefits received will multiply with user numbers. 

From a larger point of view, society could receive other benefits through new businesses. 

Data from vehicular systems could be used to develop for example navigation services, 

route optimisation services or more general traffic management services, such as 

Cooperative Awareness Messages (CAM) and Decentralized Environmental Notification 

Messages (DENM). These new businesses could also increase export of goods. In 

addition, future traffic systems such as self-driving vehicles and platooning will need 

accurate data about road conditions, so it would be sensible to develop and test vehicular 

RWIS in advance. 
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Table 5. Costs and benefits of vehicular RWIS to stakeholders. 

Stakeholder Benefits Costs 

Hardware providers More sales, new customers Investments to production 

and R&D 

Data collection/ Fleet 

providers 

New area of business Possible: Installation & 

maintenance of sensors 

Weather service 

providers 

More accurate forecasting, 

new area of business 

Data analysing & 

management 

Telecommunication 

providers 

New area of business Possible: Investments to 

telecommunication network 

Platform owners New area of business to 

existing companies, new 

companies based on the 

business model 

Hardware, fleet, 

telecommunications, 

weather forecasts, data 

management & analysis, 

cloud service 

Road authorities (also 

possible customer) 

More information to 

supervising, Improved 

quality/cost ratio in winter 

road maintenance, cost 

savings 

Data, open data bank 

Customers/Data end 

users (road authorities, 

winter road maintenance, 

road users, car 

manufacturers) 

More information to 

decision making, cost 

effective operations 

None (if using data from 

open data bank), Data (if 

buying data from platform 

owners) 

Road users Safer road travel - 
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5 CONCLUSIONS 

In this chapter main results of the research are summarized. In addition, validity and 

reliability of the study are evaluated. In the end future research possibilities are addressed. 

5.1 Key results 

This research focused on the business ecosystem of the WiRMa system. To understand 

the business and technological aspects of WiRMa system, literature review about 

Industrial Internet, C-ITS, value networks, business models, business ecosystems, and 

winter road maintenance in Finland was conducted. Four research questions were formed 

and two of them were answered with literature review. Latter two were answered through 

empirical research, in which business ecosystem actors of WiRMa system were 

interviewed and focus groups were held. In chapter 4 results of the research were 

discussed and value network of WiRMa system’s business ecosystem was described. The 

main results are combined here as answers to the research questions. 

RQ1: How does Industrial Internet affect business models and value creation in business 

ecosystems? 

New real time data is valuable in many ways and offers new opportunities. It can change 

businesses in radical ways. It has already happened in product development and now it is 

affecting other business areas as well. Industry borders are not clear any more, and new 

partnerships, business models and business ecosystems have to be established. Usually 

new business models are hybrids of existing ones and they are means to create value. 

Business models change and evolve according to changes in environment. So new 

complex business networks such as business ecosystems creates need for new business 

models, because the nature of business is different. 

RQ2: How is winter road maintenance conducted in Finland? 

Actors of Finnish winter road maintenance business ecosystem were identified in the 

literature review and the value network is described in figure 7. Road authorities are the 

central actor, because in Finland Finnish Transport Agency and ELY-Centres are 

responsible for road conditions. They lay down regulations and quality standards for 
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private contractors, who are operating in the road maintenance field. ELY-Centre 

procures the contracts by using competitive procurement method. To aid contractors’ 

operations, road authorities offer following weather services free to contractors: road 

weather forecasts, graphic material from rain radars and satellites, road weather stations’ 

data, and footage of weather condition cameras. Upcoming legislation changes and 

contract alterations show that winter road maintenance is going to evolve in some way in 

near future. In addition, new operation standards might improve the quality of winter road 

maintenance. 

RQ3: What are the roles and capabilities of stakeholders in WiRMa (Industrial Internet 

Applications in Winter Road Maintenance) system’s business ecosystem? 

Main purpose of this thesis was to explore the roles and capabilities of stakeholders in 

WiRMa system’s business ecosystem. Central actors of the business ecosystem are 

platform owners as business ecosystem forms around them, but road authorities also have 

important role as they currently offer fixed RWIS to winter road maintenance operators 

for free. So, operators might expect that vehicular RWIS will be procured by road 

authorities also. Other important actors in the business ecosystem are hardware suppliers 

who provide needed technologies, data collection providers who provide vehicle fleets to 

the system, and weather service providers who provide weather forecasts and other 

weather data to the WiRMa system. The actors are described in more detail in the table 

4. 

In addition to WiRMa system’s business ecosystem actors, WiRMa system has other 

stakeholders, such as road users and other customers or data end users. Road users include 

private users, commercial and other professional traffic. Road users could also be data 

end users if road authorities offer the data through open data bank. Otherwise, at least 

commercial and professional traffic actors could also be customers for the platform 

owner. One not so traditional customer for weather data could be car manufacturers as 

they could use vehicle system’s to offer weather information and warnings to drivers. 

Also, telecommunication providers were identified as one stakeholder, because it is 

possible that due to large data amount, there is possibility for investment requirements 

for them. All stakeholders of WiRMa system, and allocated costs and benefits are 

presented in the table 5. 
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Business actors of WiRMa system have numerous capabilities to offer in vehicular RWIS 

business ecosystems. Missing capabilities, such as measuring frozen tire tracks or 

compacted snow, and API that delivers collected data to end user’s own operative 

systems, were discussed in chapter 4.3 and it seems that all functions that are currently 

missing from WiRMa system, are possible to provide by WiRMa system’s business 

ecosystem actors. 

RQ4: How does WiRMa system benefit its business ecosystem actors and Finnish 

society? 

Vehicular RWIS systems such as WiRMa system could benefit Finnish society in 

multiple ways. Value created by platform owner’s network is passed on to road users and 

it appears as safe and reliable road network. This turns into societal and economic benefits 

as less accidents happen and travelling times reduce. Also, maintenance procurement cost 

reduction is possible if winter road maintenance operators can optimise operations with 

vehicular data. It is possible that the data could be used in other businesses, which may 

not exist yet. Those businesses, such as traffic management services (CAM and DENM 

messages), route optimisation and navigation services, could provide additional benefits. 

Systems such as WiRMa system do not exist in large scale in anywhere in the world, so 

there is also possibility to create economic value through exporting the systems. 

5.2 Assessing results 

Topic of the research was very interesting to study as it is very new system and there is 

not yet a lot of experiments or studies done. There was not found references of similar 

system’s business aspects, and thus thesis has exploratory nature and it provides 

foundation to future research. In addition, business ecosystem actors can exploit the 

results in commercial activities, but extrapolation and comparability of the results is 

difficult as business ecosystem research of similar systems was not found. However, 

generic source material that can be applied to this type system, was found. 

In literature review external validity is strong, because source material is high quality and 

informants’ reliability is good. In addition, source material was selected critically and 

global sources were used. However, in winter road maintenance part focus was in Finland, 

so results cannot be extrapolated directly elsewhere. Also, there was need to use some 
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web pages as source material, but used web pages are mainly published by public 

administration or research organisations that are involved in WiRMa -project. In 

empirical part of the research external validity is not as strong as in literature review, 

because the research focuses only on WiRMa system’s business ecosystem. There was 

two informants outside of WiRMa system to provide some validity for research. Also, 

number of informants was limited, but they are experts of their fields so they are reliable 

sources. Because focus of the research was limited to WiRMa system, results cannot be 

extrapolated to other systems. However, using the same research methods, it should be 

possible to get results in research of similar system. 

Internal validity is moderate strong. Literature review is relevant to empirical research.  

Completely equivalent source material was difficult to find, but literature review created 

the base for empirical part. Also, empirical part is only applicable to WiRMa system, but 

it supports the purpose of the research as WiRMa system was the focus of the research. 

The research progressed logically towards the goal. 

Reliability of the research is strong, because by using the same source material, results 

would probably be very similar. However, selected type of interviews can affect the 

results, because researcher can have unintended effect to interviewees during the 

interviews. Also, in semi-structured interviews it is possible that discussion goes towards 

different aspects depending on interaction of interviewer and interviewee. Vehicular 

RWIS is new business area, so there is not yet evidence of how commercial business 

ecosystems operate. Thus, relationships between business ecosystem actors can be 

different depending on selected business models. Research conducted in future could 

produce different results as systems have evolved and there probably is more evidence of 

commercially tested business models. 

5.3 Future research 

This research produced knowledge of vehicular RWIS business ecosystems and its 

benefits, but as focus was on a business ecosystem that is at a research stage, identified 

commercial business ecosystems and used business models should be researched more 

closely. Relationships and interactions between users could be further explored. Also, this 

research revealed some information about costs, but accurate monetary costs for society 
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and each business actor should be studied more. Deeper impact analysis should be 

conducted to find out WiRMa system’s effects on society more rigorously.  

In addition, legislation changes, increases in road maintenance funding, and FTA’s new 

operation standards and procurement models could have significant impact on winter road 

maintenance and development of vehicular RWIS. Use of vehicular data is one part of 

the new operation standards. Thus, road authorities’ role and capability should be 

highlighted in future research. 
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Appendix 1 (1). Winter road maintenance classes in Finland. 

Table 6. Winter road maintenance classes (Liikennevirasto 2018a). 

Maintenance class 

(length, % of 

traffic, % of heavy 

traffic) 

Description of maintenance level 

Ise (807 km, 23 %, 

19%) 

Road is mostly bleak. Slipperiness is aimed to be prevented in 

advance, but when weather changes, slight slipperiness could 

occur. Also, during long freeze-ups, when salting is not possible, 

surface of the road can be partly icy. Operations are timed so that 

there is as little traffic as possible. 

Is (2772 km, 24 % 

of traffic, 

27 % of heavy 

traffic) 

Road is mostly bleak. Aim is to have good traction, but during 

weather changes, mild slipperiness could occur. During cold 

periods of time in middle and northern Finland along with 

southern parts of the country, there can be some thin, longitudinal 

compacted snow or ice ridges, which do not especially affect 

driving. During long freeze-ups, when salting is not possible, 

surface of road can be partly icy. Slipperiness is mainly prevented 

with anticipatory measures. 

I (4896 km, 19 % 

of traffic, 

22 % of heavy 

traffic) 

Road is most of the time bleak. Aim is to have good traction, but 

during weather changes, light slipperiness could occur. From time 

to time there can be low longitudinal compacted snow or ice 

ridges between lanes and tire tracks. During long freeze-ups, when 

salting is not possible, surface of road can be partly icy. 

Problematic situations of slipperiness are tried to prevent in 

advance with anti-skid treatment. 

 

 

  



 

 

Appendix 1 (2). Winter road maintenance classes in Finland. 

Table 7. Winter road maintenance classes in Finland (Liikennevirasto 2018a). 

Ib (+TIb: 11 257 

km, 19 % of 

traffic, 

19 % of heavy 

traffic 

Road is maintained fairly high-grade, but mostly without salt. Road 

surface depends on amount of traffic and weather. It can be partly 

bleak, partly there is longitudinal compacted snow or ice ridges, or 

road can be fully covered with compacted snow or ice. Beside the 

most problematic weather conditions, winter condition on the road 

is good. Condition is not as good as asphalt, but safe enough when 

road users use it in accordance with prevailing weather conditions. 

Snow and ice ridges are levelled as even as possible. Slipperiness is 

prevented with salt only in fall or spring times of slickness, and 

when there is problem situations that endanger traffic safety. 

TIb (some roads 

in population 

centres) 

In midwinter surface of the road network is covered with compacted 

snow or ice. Quality of the network is similar to Ib-roads, but 

compacted snow or ice ridges can be little thicker. Ridges do not 

cause problems to traffic, because speed limit is low. 

II (18 895 km, 

11 % of traffic, 9 

% of heavy 

traffic)  

Surface of the road is mainly compacted snow or ice ridges and 

there can be tire tracks in it. There is sufficient friction for normal 

situations and the surface of the road is even for moderate plying. 

Intersections, hills and curves are gritted so that normal movement 

is safe. Road surfaces are roughen, and in most problematic areas 

they are gritted entirely. In difficult weather conditions, it is 

expected that road users take precaution. 

III (39 361 km, 5 

% of traffic, 4 % 

of heavy traffic) 

The road network is most of the time covered with compacted snow 

or ice ridges and there can be tire tracks. Quality is similar to II-

class roads, but ploughing and antiskid treatment can last two hours 

longer. When weather changes, conditions can be problematic for 

several hours, when driving requires particular precaution.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix 2. Interview questionnaire example in English. 

Table 8. Interview questionnaire example in English. 

1. Are you familiar with WiRMa system? (If not WiRMa -project presentation) 

2. If involved in WiRMa system, what is your organisation’s role in the business 

ecosystem? 

3. How could your organisation benefit from WiRMa system data? Or is there 

purpose of use to this type of system? 

4. Is there something missing from WiRMa system? E.g. Capabilities (Based on 

the presentation). 

5. What type of business model vehicular data collection presents to your 

organisation? Data vending, Complete service package sales or outsourcing 

vehicles to other platform owners? 

6. What kind of compensation vehicle owners should receive if their vehicles are 

used as part of data collection system? Would improved winter road 

maintenance be good enough compensation? 

7. What kind of benefits optical sensors measurements provide when compared 

to image data? Does your organisation possess the capability to collect image 

data? Could optical sensor data and image data support each other 

remarkably? How could your organisation benefit from vehicular image data? 

8. How vehicular data markets will evolve? Is there markets for this type of 

system? 

9. What role in WiRMa business ecosystem would be interesting for your 

organisation? E.g. Platform owner or other role. 

 



 

 

Appendix 3. Focus group plans in English. 

The first focus group, 07.08.18 

 

1. Introductions 

2. WiRMa -project and WiRMa system presentation 

3. Master’s thesis situation/goals 

a. Thesis current situation 

b. Goals: To identify different business actors and their capabilities in the 

business ecosystem. How commercial business ecosystem will work? 

Benefits & Costs of the system for business actors, society and 

environment? 

4. Focus group 

a. Master’s thesis source material needs 

b. Goal is to achieve framework for thesis empirical part, which can be 

complemented with new interviews and/or questionnaires from different 

actors. 

5. Winter maintenance decision making presentation (winter road  maintenance 

operator) 

6. Other upcoming issues 

 

 

 

 

The second focus group, 12.10.18 

 

1. Introductions 

2. WiRMa -project and WiRMa system presentation 

3. VTT’s research in WiRMa system 

4. Road authorities’ comments about the WiRMa system and research, other 

relevant projects? 

5. Focus group: 

a. Do road authorities have plans to develop vehicular RWIS in large scale? 

b. Business actors’ opinions of the current situation (from thesis) 

c. Possible business ecosystem model, what is the role of public 

administration? 

d. How to create operational environment for vehicular RWIS? 

e. Societal impacts of the system 

f. Future of the winter road maintenance 


